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PREFACE

,Thefollowing,is a report.of a grow research project Completed.as part of

the coutsework in the graduate social 'work 15rogram in the School of-Social Work

qf Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan%

The course, SW 686 Field Studies in Research and Practice, is seen as-an
.

,,(

opportunity to.integrate practice, theory 'and repearch skills while making a

meaftingfla contribution to the field.
,

1

The research team consi-sled of a Project Director, social work faculty member

Dr. John'Flynn, and the following'self-selected grduip ofgraduate students:

Margaret Dokter, Dale Hein,. Terry Kuczerpk,jay Loftus, Jon Manby, Peter.Matchinsky,

-
Robert. MonSmw, James Muller, and Michele Rufherford,

Though considerable time was invested by%the Prb'ect Director and the staff

of the Bureau of Regulatory Services, Michigan Departm nt of Sotial ServiCes, prior

to the course, the period of intense.work occurred wh le students. were'engaged .

full time in the project from May 3 through June 23, 1982 , This time constraint

required the-simultaneous completion of multiple task; which.normally would have '

been completed in sequence ov,er an extended period of time And posed, a special

problem to be overcome by the research team.

I.
iii
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INTRODUCTION

. The purpose bt, this proSect was to conduct a formative evaluation of

computerassisted instruction foi training of foster home certification

and licensing staff, This evaluation was undertaken to provide information

on issues of feasibility, installation and implementation of computer-

assisted instruction (CAI). Presumably, the findings would apply not -

only to child placement licensing, but to other areas oflicensing and

certification as well (e.g., Adult foster care and child day care staif

traininet

The Bureau of Regulatory Services (BRS)is under the auspices of the

Michigan WpArtment of Social Services within the Special Operations Admin-

istration (see Appendix A). It is the responsibility of the Bureau to

license and regulate non-medical, out-of-home care facilities for adults

and children. These responsibilities lie within the.Bureau's three divisions

Division of Child bay Care Licensing, the Division of Adult Foster

Care Licensing, and the Division of Child Welfare Licensing. -

,

Through licensing and regulation'the BRS annually serves to safeguard

more than 600,000 vulnerable children and aduIts,Crom potenti,a1 exploitation

and 'abuse becasse of age or disability (DSS Publication 36,, Rev.1982),

Licensing serves as a means to minimize risks'for vulnerable children and

adults and fulfills the Miehigan'Department of Social Services' goals of

the protection ofshildren and adultsounable to protect their own interests

(DSS Publication 313, 1981).

Adult Foster Care is governed by Act No. 218, P.A. of 1979, tWhich estab-

lishes the authority for tile Department.to regUlate adult foster care camps,f- A

family homes, small and large group homes, congregate facilities and govern- .

men t ally operated a-dult fosterscare facilitiest Aq 116 Similarly establishes

,Departmental authority to regulate chiLd care organizatqns The eight

types specifically identkfied are as follOws: 'child ca-re Centers, child

caring institutions, chad-placement agencies,,children's camps, family and

group day'care homes, foster.family homes and foster group homes. Act 116

also requires Department regulation of governmentally owned'child care organi-
.

zations (DSS Publication369, 1982).

The Bureatkhas the large responsibility of trainpig its own staff of

supervi'sors and consultants in the field. In addition it has the responsi-

bility of training child placing agency staff butside of the Department of

Social'Services, i.e., child placing agency staff who certify homes which gr

are, in turn, licensdd by the Zlepartmenti

P.A. 116, the Child Ca/re Organization Act, 'include's two rules which

particularly pertain to tiaining.

1) R 406.605! Staff training. ,

Rule 135. The agency shall provide initial and, ongoing

1
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staff training for social seAitte supervisors, social'service
workers, and social service aides related to their job descrip-
tions. Training shall cdtsist of a minimum of 8 hours per year
and shell include information regarding current child placing
practices and laws and administrative. rules relating to child
piacingjLn Michigan.

2) R 400 6302. Authorization to certify homes1

Rule 302. To beadthorized-.0.0 certify that foster homes
meet standards, an sgeilty shall comply wfth all? of the foliowing:
(a) Meet the requirements in part 1 ofmthis Ort or demonstrate
an intent to comply with part 1 and this part where compliance
can'only be demonstrate.# after the agency has initiated operations.
(b) Assure that the ag4noyts'supervisor of the social service-
workers, or a designee, has receiveld training in foster home
certification from.,the Department.
(c) Have written procedures for assessidg and certifying foster
homes..for'licensdre which comply with these additional provisions
,for foster home certificetion and which are approved by the Depart-
ment (DSS Publication 11, 1980). .

These rules provide the Bureau with the responsibility of training child
placement agency licensing siaff which the Bureau regul,ates.. In order to,
comply with these rules, and in response to the recognized need for ongoing
staff development and, training, the Bureeu began to.examine its training
activities.

Presently, training activities are carried out via the development and
distribdtion of manuals and theoprovision of'periodic training sessions at
various sites throughout the state. This approach to training,has proved
costly in terms of Bureau and placeMent agency staff time and travel. In
addifpn, it has generally not been po'ssibleto bring together Bureau and
placement agency staff with suffickent Prequency.

,

In 1980 the BRS began working with the School of Social Work of Western
MichigaiwUnirsity in a collaborative effort to meet material needs in,
training, research and policy developthent. Over the past two years some
tangible cooperative efforts have been:

1) An assessment of 9atewide staff attitudes and needs regarding
training (SW 686 Field Studies in Research and Practice, Spring
1981).

2) A statewide.survey of licensee satl.sfaction (1981).

3) A coauthored artigle fOr publication, "Licensing Out-of-Home Care:
aiion-serviFe'Approach to Prevention and Protection."

4) Ac;workshop for statewide Bureau supervisors And adm4mistrators on
"Supervising Professionals."

5) Use of the BRS as a field site for Eield education for graduate
social work students.

. 6) Lectures provided by the Bureau staff to various campus groups.

7
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D;IdC'to the joint interests of the BRS and WIC in rtsearch and training,

togetheriphey began ,to look at innovative and ijficient methodologies. the

Project Director's experielce with CAI, coupled:with the akeal of CAI's

prospective cost effectiVeness in an infltionary economic climate, made

CAI'an'option to be examined.

It was felt, that res rch was needed in order to help the Bureau system-

atically approach CAI asC., peatod of training; Hence this prOject, Computer-

Assisted Instruction as a Training Methodology for Child Placement Licensing

Staff, was deVeloped as a Means of pnerating quest*ons, raising issues, and

providing knowleageland information which may guide the Bureau in important' .

decisions to be tnde in the future regarding resourcesand technological

advances in staff velopment and training. A

ft
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METHODOLOGY

Introduction

Discussion of the methodological approach to the pil t project in

computer-assisted instructiOn is presented under ehe following subiloheadings:

background information, ,philosophy, task delegation, procedures, adminis-

tration/interviewing process, evaluation, methodological criticism, and

summary.
1

Background Informat on
4,

This pilot project in com4ter-assisted instruction (CAI) was designed

to evaluate th'e feasibility issues of CAI and the attitudinal reactions ofr

agency licensiAg and certification specialists to CAI. Three sepaAate CAI

lesspns were designed in collaboration with,Michigan's Bureau of Regulatory t.

Services (BRS)1 They center around aspeCts of licensing and certification

for child welfare placement agency staff. These lesNps, developed during

.ehe period from January 4 through April 16, 1982, were administered to

licdnsing and certification specialists from May 19 through June 3, 1982.

In order to successfully conduct .this pilot project, it Was necessary

fot the research group to acquaint itself with the functions and objectives

of the BRS. MF..Harold Gazan, Director df the BRS, and Mr. Dave Fitzgerald,

Assistant Director of the Division of Child Welfare Licensing, came to WMU

-to aid the group in understanding the -Bureau's objectives as well as its

relationship to the pilot project.

Project staff also needed to formulate objectives and gain expertise in

a va#iety of areas.--A number of tasks that had to be undertaken were:

appropriate and eogent familiarization with the literature o CAI, scheduling

appointments with agency staff to administer the lessons, designing a question-

naire (see Appendix B), learning necessiary computer usage and computer terminal

procedures, processing, coding, and analyzing the data and constructing our

final report.

Pdilosophy\
4

It was important for the purpose of s 'ccessfully completing'and analyzing

this project to clarify the uWerlying phi osophy on which the project was

based. This philosophy, a foundation for he methodology to follow, might

best be viewed in the context of three research processes: organizational

developmeni, peer'consultation, and action research (.Fiynn, 1982):

1
First, the concept of organizational development stresses cooperat4on

among administrative staff and consultants when considering Organizational

change and'alteration. A function of the,projectwas to cultivate and main-

tain a healthy autonomy In administration and staff ownership pt its licensink

and certification functiOn. Also there is a meed-to communiAte state policy

in child welfare licensing and ctrtificsation. The individualized format of

project administration of lessons by individuals'in the field, and the request

5
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for specifip agency-oriented feedback on the part of the licensing and
certification specialists and administratbrs helped to fortify this needed IP

autonomy.
,

Second, the unique forMat of the CAI lessons served as a constiltative
device with the respondent. The project's final pnalysis (to be reported
later) relied heavily on worker feedback regarding CAI appropriateness a d.
future use. The individualized structure of the lessons became a commun ca.7
tion'link between the project workers'from WMU, and BRS staff, and the ield
agencies. Data analysis-reflected that communipationrand served toyaaidate
the group's recommendations. -

The' third ptocess, action research, called for the combingtion of
scientific factfinding (e.g., computerized data analysis) with cooperative
input from ell parties involvedSe.g., project members, BRS staff, and field
agency persOnnel). The difficult task of preserving agency control_over its
domain, while providing a tr.ipinidg experience based on official regulatory
procedures, could not have been achieved without close and equal input from
parties at all levels., The Use of CAI as a training tool demonstrated'
welding of contemporary technology and the human need for education. The.
speed ancrefficiency of a CAI approach to training was positively reflected
in cooperatiVe feedback. The availability of sophisticated technology aS
a supportiVe and educati nal factor in human service delivery provfded the
initiative for tHis proje t and support fdr the concept surfaced as the
project unfolded.

In reviewing the literature oft CAI, the need to re ect the aforementioned
Thilosophy was often s.tated,and reinforced. The finding and resultant
analysis responded to the need for shared collaborative input. The literature
review will'hopefully serve as a,resourCe.fof the BRS and as an advodate for
the aforesaid philosophical approach to evaluation and research. -

Task Delegation

.

In order to.successfully achieve the desired objectives, tfle group agreed
to delegate various responsibilities to smaller teams within the group.' Often
during the project, members of the nine person group had to take on more than
one of the tasks outlined below in order for ali of them to besuccessfully
4ompleted witHin the seven and one half week time period. One team was
responsible for reviewing literature on CAI, extracdinvthe resources relevant
to the project and reporting back to the group with their findings. Another
group had the task of scheduling,appointments with the licenaing and certit
fication specialists at the participating agencies. The entire group then.

,parttipated in the administration of the lessons end the.evaluation/question-
naire in the field. Another team handfed the,analysis of the data,gathered

4 from the lesson administration; entering it into the computsr for easy. ,

reference and analysis. 'The entire group-participated'in poding the evalUation/
questionnaire for entry into the computer. Individual-members had the.function
of writing uP-!he various componentS'of the report: introduction and abStract,-
methodology, literature review, discussion, statistical findings, charts and
graphs and the bibliography. Another team had the responsibility of editing
the various written components.

±r)
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'ProceaUres

Sampling for the p oject took on a.unique two-fold procedure, i.e.,
agency selection and 1 terature selectio rr. bne sampling strategy concerned
the aelectioh of licen ing and certification specialists from area agencies.
These specialists had xpertise in chil lacement licensing ahd certification.

The decision to concen rate on'child plac4nent agency staff was based.on two

considerations. First, P.A. 116, the Chi d Care Organization Act, outlines

in Rule 135 the requirement for staff t ining. Also of,importance in select-
ing child.placemenf a elacy staff was the neEd for 'a broader educational

approach to staff tra ning. Along with spen_fic BRS. policies and guidelines,

there existed more ge eric educational needs,,such as contant ip,history,
philosophy and princi ies in regulatory administratibn. In essence, it was

-determined that child placement agency licensing staff,training should
pass bdth inservice äd educational content.

,

DiVisiOn consults ts within .the BRS preselected child placing agencies in.

the general southwest chigan geographical area which they'thought would
benefit, from the proj ct.,and contribute meaningful feedback on CAI. This

purposive sample, ba ed on constraints of cost and Budget, in VC 147ay

represents the,distri ution of licensing and certi'fication workers, across

the state. Letters'were seht by Mr, Robert Bee Director of the Division-of
Child Welfare Licens'ng, to the agency administrators introducidg the project

and its developers. These cover letters served as the project staffts intro-

"duction to the agenc es for scheduling appointMents. The letters also requested:

notification of the ppropriate licensing and Certifieation specialists with-
<

whom the group was to make cdntact.

Due to cost and budget'considerations,,the,impfacticality of a rahdom

sampling of agency personnel became evident. Although sucha purposive sample

as was,selected had its shortcomings, the grdup found. it.beheficial and efficient'

to rely'on preselected mencies, using the goodtjudgment of the consultants in

making these selections asqell as their direct and personal knoWledge, of thie

agencies involved. .Project staff:were grateful for ehis preliminary work on

the part of the BRS consultants so that the grojeCt Could reach the appropriate

licensing and certification specialists.

The three CAI leesons administered during the project involved the following

,content areas: J
,COMPLA- ;Investigating Licensing and tertification Complaints

PSFOIA- Licensing, Protective Services, and the'Michigan Freedom of

Information Act

CLASS-. Social Work.and Regulatory,Administration (Class, 19-75)

Ail of the lessons are part of an overall set of lessons prepared in U;4,

vance of the project, entitled CALCAL (Computer Aided Lessons in CerWication
4

. And Licenging). CALCAL is a menu program accessible to the participdnts when

taking the three lessons. It serves to acquaint the participants with.the con-.

tent of the three lessons, COMPLA, PSFOIA and.RASS, Each*of these lessons

required an average of 80 person h9urs for development.

-
The lessons, written in the autharing language GNOSIS, are designed to
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invollie the user on an individualized basis. Thby Provide written text It
the content ai'eas fallowed by questions on the textt. Correct answers are
noted with a variety of personalized resgonses. SUggestions avid explanations
follow4ncorrect answers,

, The second procedure in the sampAng revolved around the literature review
and analysis. A major purpd§e,of the project*was to explore the feasibifity
of and information on the lpscallatiivof CAI. 'Those involved'in.the litera-
ture review had the task of identifyihginformafion on CATpertiden6 ito the
famework outlined in the purpose stateTent:

The literature search was conducted through the,Educational Resource'
InfOrmation Center (ERIC). The sArch cOVeredNee years 1976-1981 and.
identified approximately 850 citations of which 70-75,were selected. Re-
sources collected covered a wide variety of CAI-information: *.

1) Describtioris and Definitions of CAI 4
.1 2) Planning Recommendation

3) Sele.ction Characteristi

,4). Information on Hardwa e

5) Information on Software

6)' Language Capabilities
A

7) tnformation on Courseware

8) Costs
fir

, ,9) Human Factors learner.use and learner characteristics)

10) Author pse , 10 9

11) Et#luation Techniques and Methodologies

The.literature comPonent not only provided the'grotip with needed informa-,.
tion on the usage Of CAI, but hopefully serves as an information gource for
the BRS in evaluating the feasibility'of CAI and its possible installation.
Literature samples were purposefully selectedin accordance with the 'projects
needs and goals

i.
Although incomplete in scope,,the informatibn sample gathered

,

serves as an mportant resource for future CAI research.

Aithira procedure for data collection was a'disc,ussiOn with Bureau staff,
and i4iterested parties on the implication of the project findings. .This dis-
cussion followed an oral repQrt to the Buz-eau by the predect etaff,on the
overall fotmat and findingg ot the project'. The oral presentation on june.18,
1982, summarized the coMponentS found in the completed written report: It

also affocded the oppottunity for questions and comments from,the Bureau and
other presentation.partfCipants.

.0

It was hoped hat the,discusOon.would provide additional data on Bn
reactions tO the project And emphasize the implfcations oApthis Tiroiect on
CAI ingtallation and irliplementation within the Bureau:.

Administration/Interviewing Process

611 group members participated in the field administration of the.CAI

1 2
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lessons. The prOcess consisted of two members of the group, acting as a

team, visiting an agency and administering the lesson(s) to child welfare

licensing and certification specialists and those administrators who wished

to take part. Occasionally, only one group membe-r would administer the

lesson(s). Twenty-nine agencies in a ten-county area were scheduled for
visitation by an administering team from May 19 through June 3, 1982.

Each team cafried a Texas Insttument Silent 700 po'rtable computer term-

inal and questionnaires.. The team met with the licensing specialist of the
agency being visited in a quiet ropriCthat had access to a telephone'. One

team'member introduced the participant to the project, describing the purpose
of_the projil and its affiliation with the BRS and 14MU. Stressed in this

preliminary informational discussion were aspects of confidentiality and
features of terminal usage. Questions by the respondent were addressed
prior to, during and after administration of the lesson(s).

While one member introduced the participant to the project the other .

team 'member connected the terminal to the main computer at WMU. This was

accomplished by a telephone connection between the terminal and the main

computer. If the telephone connection was over long distance a credit card
number was used to eliminate phone expense for the agency. The team member

then logged in appropriately on the terminal and.set the stage for the parti-

cipant to begin the lessonls) of their choice. Some participants elected to

run the menu program CALCAL at this time to view the content,of the three

le§sons (i.e., COMPLA, PSFOIA, CLASS). The participant was free to choose

any or all of the lessons. The team then served in an advisory/support role

while the person was taking the lesson(s), addressing questions about the

usage of the terminal or the text itself. Participants worked independently

with team members intervening only'on request. Team members were trained in

Areas regarding compUter shue'down 'and terminal malfunction in case these

kills were needed.

After the participants had finish(d they were asked to fill out an
evaluation form which sought individual information, reactions to the ex-,
perience and opinions on the feasibility of CAI as, a training tool.

A key objective of the administration prIbcess was eio gather data on the

participant's reactions to the CAI experience. The teams attempted to quell

anxieties about computer usage and the program itself used a personalized,

paced format ka content delivery to assist in easing these anxieties.

Evaluation

The essence of the CAI project was the provision of information to the BRS

on CAI feasibility and registering feedback from participants on attitudinal

reactions to this.approach. The pdfpose was not to determine whether the

program works but to discern what CAI is and how it works (Kidder, 1981). The

pwoject is centered around acceptability of the process and a definition of

'that process and related alte native processes. Thus, a formative evaluation

is required as.an ongoing, d ta collecting procedure.

The project group designed an evaluation instrument (see Appendix B) to

be completed by each participant immediately following their experience with

their selected lesson(s). To achieve a--,c.kmprehensive data gathering instrument,
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the group initially formulated questions arising out of the literature
review in the following areas: demographic, content, administrative, and
experiential. It was agreed that these four areas would best incorporate
categories of information needed for analysis of the CAI experience.

The format of the "CALCAL" evaluation intrument was divided into three
sectiohs. The first was demographic information requesting data on the lessons
selected, prior licensing and certification experience, sources of training,
prior computer experience, percdntage of work tiMe devoted to licensing and. .

certification, and sex of the participant.

The secon'd section consisted of attitudinal data constructed on a five-
point Likert scale, with 5 the highest response and 1 the lowest. These
questions concentrated on respondent attitudes toward computer usage, the
feasibil4y Of CAI lessons in training, the format and strhcture of the lessons,
etc. Crosstabulation of demographic information with attitudinal results
served as an important method in analyzing 'the data on reactions to CAI.

Third, the participants were asked to reply to three open-ended questions
dealing with lesson'improvement, future use of CAI, and any additional com-
ments on the experience. 4

Methodological Criticism

Methodological shortcomings could be linked to the relatively short
seven and one half week time span in which to complete the project. Purpose-
ful samples werd drawn by BRS htaff to lessen the burden on the group in .

working within the seven and one half week time constriction. linother
observable problem was the limited geographical area from which the samples
were drawn. A state-wide sample of agencies might have provided a more
accuipte evaluation (4 reactions to the CAI training. Regarding the litera-
ture review, practically no information was found on CAI as it related to
(licensing and certification (though thisemay be seen as a finding rather than
a criticism). Further, there existed literature that the group was aware of,
but that.was not aVailable for review. The limitations of the intd-library
loan system also prevented timely access to referencies which might have proved
pertinent to'the project.

*For reasons of practicality and availability, the TI Silent 700 equipment
used-in administering the CAI,lessens seemed to 'meet our initial needs. Future
hardware selection might dictate the use of more sophisticated equlipment. .The
use of hudlo and graphic feedback might prove useful to the participant when
taking the lesson(s).

Variables in the interview process, suckas conducive or nonconducive
environments in which to administer the lessons and agency receptiveness,
could also be seen ak inconsistent. However, our well planned evhluation/
questionnaire, and ouk training in administering CAI appeared to enhance
reliability.

Ca.

Summary

The methodology used in cdmpleting this project centered around the close
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collaboration between the4RS and the WMU project group. Bureau staff laid

the preliminary groundwork by selecting the appropriate state and private
agencies applicable to the study. The importance of agency staff feedback
In determining the feasibility of CAI as a training tool 'Was a needed data

source.

Members'ofthe nine-person project group shared a variety of tasks
necessary' to successfully complete the project. They included administration

of the CAI lessons, evaluating data, entering data into the computer, and,
writing and editing the various sections of the report.

The CAI content consisted of three lessons dealing with specific areas of
licensing and certification and were administered tb lieensing and certifi-

\
cation specialists in child welfare placement agencies.

Two forms of sampling were used: the preliminary selection of Partici-'

pating agencies and the selection of appropriate literature on CAI. These
two sampling procedures.were used to satisfy the dual nature of the project.

Those dual objectives were to evaluate the feasibility of CAI as a training
tool in licensing and certification by gathering feedback from licensing
specialista and to compile literature resources on the subject to assist the
BRS in making decisions on CAI feasibility, installation and implementation.

After administering the CAI lessons to agency specialists, the specialists
were asked to complete an attitudinal questionnaire dealing with the feasibility.

of CAI and its fqture use as a training tool.

Problems inherent in the Project particularly involved the limited time
and the limited geographical sampling area. In closing, however, .several

major factors contributed to the project's positivA methodological approach.
Those factors were balanced input from Bureau staff, agency staff and the
project staff, preliminary agency selection by Bureau staff'and an extensive

literature review of CAI,
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FINDINGS: REVIEW OF THE LITEizATURE

a Introduction

The research, development and iMplementation of computer-assisted

instruction (CAI) is an'immensely complex and time consuming process. 'Thg_

topic includes a broad tange of specific problems and issues'which are common

to all forms of computer managed data, as well as those which are peculiar

to CAI Slone. Compounding the complexity of CAI is the fact that Computer

technology, and CAI itself, are bothconstantly panging as a consequence o'f

new technological and edutational developments.

Against-this backdrop is placed the unique situation of human servdce '-

agencies, who must, in a coainually shrfnking economy,` develop more cost-

effective methods of administration and service delivery. If the prestnt

social agd economic trends continue, as they are likely to do, the question

for human service agencies in the 1980s and 1990s will be: "How can ever

increasing social welfare needs be met with shrinking financial, resources?"

Or simply, "How can we.do more with less?"

Of particular importance is the necessity for aqequate staff training;

on the one hando. the need for quality staff training will continually yise

in order to meeL the problems of society, while on the other hand, the dollars

necessary to provide this training will be shrinking. In short, the conflict

between needed staff training and the resources necessary to produce it is,

and will continue to be, particularly acute. The use of CAI has been suggested

as one possibility to provide this training.

The purpose, then, of this section of the project report is to provide a

review of literature pertinent to the research, development and implementation

of CAI: In many ways, this Terature review does not fit the common usage of

such reviews as suggestell by more traditional research methods. More specifi-

cally, project members regard this review of the-literature as not only a

prefatory process defining the project method, but also, more importantly, a

valuAble source of information 4n and of"itself: The primary concern in

reviewing the readings is to fulfill the contractual requirements of the

Michigan Department of Social Services' Bureau of Regulatory Services. This

pilot,project in CAI was administered for that agency and for theiai,purPoses;

consequently, the review was directed by their needs. 'llowever, allgve and

beyond this, project members hoped to provide a more generic product useful to

any 1uman service agency interested in developing CAI for staff training.

At all times project members tried to place themselves in the role of

human service administrators asking the questicks: "What do we need to know

to develop CAI?" As members themselves were unacquainted with the substance

of this complex field,'they presumed the reading audience to be likewise. The

literature is extremely technical, esoteric and highly abstract; and as a con-

sequence, is not easily or quickly accessil4e to those untrained in compaer

science. This assumption has determined,the final product. The review is a

snyopsis of the state of the art and is designed to clarify as much of CAI as

possible. It is hardly the last word in reSearch and development of CAI. It

13
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is, however, a primer from,which effective planning strategies can be derived
and from which human service administrators can approach the literaeure with
more specific questions.

The literatpre review team began with a computer search of the literature
which yielded a catdh of nearly 850 sources, of which appr9idinately 70 were
found to be most re1ev9t .for this study. Most of the so rces were journal
articles.found in the educational technologies field, no e of whiQh directly
spoke to staff training in licensing and regulation, or for that matter, staff
training in human service areas generally. Excessively technical and specific
readings were avoided in favor of more readable and generic,materials. The
team did not concentrate on efficacy evaluations, since the project is not an
efficacy test of CAI.. However, they did rview a few articles of this type
and have included them in the bibliography. Readings that concentrated on -
more formative evaluations were reviewed, since this spoke directly'to the,
nature of the project. These decisiois regarding what to include ,and to omit
were difficult; but the team was always guided by the basic questions: "What
do we'need to know to develop CAI?"

Findings have been organized under the following headings:

1) CAI: What is it?;
'

2) CAI: Issues fn Planning, Research and Development;

3) Hardware;

4) Software;

5) Costs;

6-5' Human Factors;

7) Issues in Evaluation; and

8) Summary,

CAI: What is it?

This section first presents a brief history and theory of programmed in-
struction as it al4lies to CAI. Second, technical terms are defined, including
computer, large computer, small computer, hardware and software. Computer-
assisted instruction is defined and described in contrast to computer-managed
instruction. Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of CAI are presented
and discussed.

In 1954 B.F. Skinner adopted the idea of a teaching machine because he
saw great potential in its development. Skinner regarded the machine as an
excellent tutor for five reasons: one, there was a constant interchange be-
tween the student and the program, thus making it possible for the student to
remain alert and to sustain activity; two, the machine, by virtue of its program,
insisted that the student master a concept before moving on; three, the machine
presented only that material for which the student was ready; four, the machine
helpe4 the studept to respond correctly by hinting, prompting and suggesting
in an orderly presentation of frames; and five, the use of feedback to shape
behavior and maintain student interest reinforced correct responses (Collagon,
1976).

1 *1
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Skinner developed a linear teachin program composed of a small,set

of logical steps leading incrementally through the subject matter, a program

based on his theory of operant conditioning. Such an approach; Skinner vgued, .

increased the propensity for correct responses because the student!s response

is,conditioned and reinforced by the previous frames.- Two techniques serve ,

to reinforce correct responses: orderly construction of the problem and the

useof hinting, prompting and suggesting (Collágon, 1976)..

. t

In'the 1960s Norman Crowder developed the inerinsic or branching pro- .

grammed instruction. Crowder argued that there were two'shortcomings in

the linear program. First,elimination of student error in instruction was

both undesirable and impractical. Secona, elimination of student vror

requires the program to be constructed with such small and simple steps that

educational objectives will not be served. In short, Crowder saw in Skinner's

approach too much busy wo?k for the student (Collagon, 1976).

The intrinsic program consists of frames in the form of multiple choice

questions and answers. The student is presented with a problem Of question

having several possible answers. Sttident's answers can be anticipated and

material prepared for them in advance can loe employed based on.an answer tb

any particular:question. If thp student answers correctly reinforceMent is

given for the correct answer. ' If the answer entered is incorrect feedback

is given to explain the error (Collagon, 1976).

,Skinner and other proponents of the linear approach suggested that there

are,three dangers in intrinsic.programming: one, there is a danger of over-

loading the student with information; two, not all incorrect answers can be

anticipated; and three, intrinsic programming provides less opportunity for

meaningfull,vrror than does linear programming (Collagon, 1976).

The use of the computer to prAride instructional content directly to the

student has, in many ways, resolved this controversy. The CAI program offers

the best of both approaChes. It provides the student with information to be

learned as well as feedback to specific resppnses. The experience for the

student becomes more individualized and the interaction between the student

and the machine becomes uore human-like. CAI therefore is the resule of a

marriage between the computer and programmed instruction (Collagon, 1976).

A computer is a machine that can receive and follow instructions in order

to manipulate information. If the instructions (programs) given to'the machine

cannot be changed, then the machine is not a computer (Douglas, 1979). This

is the essential characteristic of a computer which distinguishes it from

other machines such as a caltulator. A calculator is programmed to perform a

set of predetermined functions. A computer, on the other hand, can be pro-

, grammed and re-programmed to perform a wide variety of functions.

Hardware refers to the actual physical equipment that constitutes a

computer or a computer system. This would include not only the aomputer itself,

but also such things as a terminal, a printer and any telecommunications equip-

ment (Douglas, 1979):.

Large computers, sometimes referred to as maxi-computerS or main-frame

computers, are the largest and most expensive machines. They occupy large

amounts of space,'sometimes filling entire rooms, and their cost can reach

1 '8
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,

one million dalars,or mc.fre. Computers of this nature are typically used by
organizations to process massive amounts of information (Graham, 1980).

The maxi-computer should not be confused with a terminal. A terminal
is an input/output.device enablpg the user to communicate with the maxi-
computer. Usually a terminal consists of a keyboard with alpha-numeric
characters and a printing mechanism (either a teletype or cathode ray tube).
The user enters input information into the computer by way of the keyboard
and receives output information through a terminal printer (Douglas, 1979).

Small computers, Which include mlni-computers and micro-computers, are
complete computers within thembelves. The mini-computer is a physically
smaller machine than the maxi-computer and usually has capabilities less
than the larger machines, though the mini-computer generally has time-
sharing capabilities. The microdompeter, sometimes called the personal
cdmputer,is Small enough to fit-on the top of a desk or table. Micro-
computers are built around micro-processors and first widely appeared in
1975 (Grahaml 1980). A4hough they are a selfIsufficient computer by them-
selves, many can also perform as termin4s to larger-compUters. ,The user
of a small micro-computer is aPt to employ if for small, specifically defined
tasks, as.opposed to massive amounts oPminformation processing (Bork, 1979).
The term personal computer is used because these machines often perform
personal accounting or business tasks. Their cost can range anywhere from
$600 to $20,000+ (Joiner, 1980)..

Software consists.of the computer programs, the instructicins given to
the computer. Software is stored on magnetic tape or discs when not being
used, by the computer. When the computer performs an operation and the soft-
ware is being used, the computer reads the software into its memory in order
to utilize the programs (Douglds, 1979). Courseware is merely software of a
specific natpre; programs designed to deliver instructional material. Course-..

ware and software ar terms sometimes used interchangeably.

Computer-managed instruction (CMI) and computer-assisted instruction (CAI)
are but two types pf softwaresprograms. CMI is a program.which enabled
instructors to employ a wide-Variety of instructional management functions
such as scheduling of student activities at'd diagnostic operations. It is
strictly a program for information management in education;,that is, a device
which an instructor uses to coordinate an entire educationalf, program. In
contrast, CAI is a program which provides for direct interaction between the
student and computer (Ingle, 1976). The three'pilot lessons in certification
and licensing entitled "CALCAL" are primarily programs of CAI, though they do
contain aspects of CMI.

,t

The use of the computer as an instructional device is an outgrokh of the
educational technology field. Educational technology employs a systeMs
approach to instruction which includes specific, measurable instructional
objectives, diagnostic testing criteria for student performance ahd repeated
redesign of curricula (Schoen, 1977). These are all characteristics which
CAI has borrowed and employed. According to Collagon, CAI is an outgrowth
of S.L. PresSey's first piogrammed instruction-(PI) (Collagon, 1976).
S. L. Pressey, a psychology professor at Ohio State University, was the in-
ventor of the first teaching machine and the author of the first machine
program, a drill and practice routine based on multiple choice questioning.

41
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, It is useful at this'point to look at some of the advantages and dis-

advantages of computer-asgisted ins&uction.

Advantages of CAI:
/r

1) Due to constant participation the learner is active and attenti've;

2) By being able,to move privately at their own pace gifted learners

are not b,pund, slower learners are not rushed and shy learners ve

not embarrassed by incdrrect answers given in public;

3) The compu is impartial, patient and objective;

4) -The lear-- gets immediate feedback to answers.given, enabling

the learner to check progress and to produce responses which can

be ineasured and evaluated;

5) The computer can secure, store and process information about the

participant's performance prior to and/or duripg instruction to

determine subsequent activities in the learning situation;

6) Due to more immediate feedback, tomputers produce more efficient

learning and perhaps more highly motivated learners

7) The learner can make up work missed;

8) The computer can provide ,greater flexibility in'S-Cheduling learning

programs;

9) A few learners may take a programmed course where there are in-

sufficient numbers to justify a conventional section;

10) Computers store large amount'S of inforuttion and make it available

to the learner more rapidly than any other medium;

- 11) Computers prdvide programmed control of several media such as films,

slides, television and demonstration equipment;

12) Coinputers give the author or teacher an eictremelyionvenient technique

for designing and developing a course of instruction;

13) 'Computers provide a dynamic interaction between learner and'instructional

programmer not possible with most other media;

14) The computer can be 'used to achieve heretofore impossible versatility

in branching and individualized instruction;

- 15) CAI forces or enables the author of CAI courseware to become more

,cognizant of the instruCtional process;

16) Computers have the ability to simulate real-life situations;

17) CAI provides a variety of learning opportunities;

18') Tte responsibility for learninels placed directly on the individual;

and

19) The learner becomes aware of modern technology and can develop a

sense of control over triS/her learning environment.

-Disadvantages of CAI:

1) In many programs the learner's efficiency in learning is dependent

2c)
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upon reading ability and comprehension; ce,o

2) The teaching program is only as good as t e material that goes
into it;

3) (Programmed instruction.insists on deep an intrinsic learner
motivation;

-4)( Learner encouragement, inspiration and stimulation becomes mechanical
with machines;

4) Learners are unable to ask questions to clear up problems;

6) A learner cannot learn more thands programmed;

7) Good programming J.;*time-consumidg to prepare;

8) Hardware and the development of courseware are both costly investments;

9) There can be problems in finding personnel to develop courseware; and

10) The re remains a question of cost effectiveness, i.e., are the outcomes
worth the financial investment? (Collagon, 1976; Ingle, 1976)

In the list of disadvantages above, numbers 1, 2, and 5 can be eliminated
by careful research and development of the courseware. The population for
whith the lessons are designed should do the.lesson evaluations. In additidn,
occasional face-t9-face meetings with.sma 1 groups 4f.learners improve andl'
personalize CAI instruction. Regarding 'terns 4:6, and 7, it woulci,be
sate to say that conventional textbooks kmediocre lectureres ate'no m'Ore
effective than bad CAI lessons (Gollagon, 1976).

Most of the issues cited in,8 through 10 concerning tHe negative aspects
of CAI systems could be said to be,problems that exist with any change. Hard-
ware and software are expensive, but as technology advances,the cost of
materials will degrease. Improvements in programming languages have reduced
the cost of producing programs and now make it feasible for authors of CAI
maeerials to produce their own programs (Ingel, 1976).

When examining both the adva!ntages and disadvantages of CAI and making
comPrisons betWeen the two lists, it becomes apparent that most of the_ad-,
vantages are learner-oriented while many df the disadvantages are financial
(Ingel, 1976).

To summarize, this section presented some introductory material regarding
CAI and historical context out of which CAI has developed. CAI was compared
with anothe instructional use of.the computer, namely GMI. Several basic
concepts an terffs were defined. The lirerature review team presented the
advantages and disadvantages of CAI discussed -in the literature and'have drawn
some conclusions from this discussion. '

Issues for Planning, Research and Development

Necessity dictates.that quality research and planning play a fundamental
role in the development of a CAI system. The need for planning is a basic
tenet of any kind of ,erganizational project, whether it is computer rel,ated
or not. But the commitment in time, effort and resources that is required
of an organization to develop CAI mandates even greater care in planning than
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non-Omputerized projects would require.. Though the benefits of CAI can be

great; the pOtentPal pitfalls, if unanticipated, can .place an organization

in circumstartc6s worse
than when it started. yor this reason we present

this section of the report as an outline of essential planning, research and

developMent issues; issues for human service 'administrators to thoroughly

consider when proposing development of*CAI. A'particularly detailed repory

on the.plarAng and development requirements
found to be important in a

five-year longitudinal study of the PLATO system by the U.S. Navy may bef'

kfound in a report proNided by MiSselt, et al. (Misselt, et 'al., 1980).

Chris Dimas suggests gt the first priority for CAI
development is that

an.orsapization define ar1 clarify the.role it wishes to Perform in an educe-

tron#1 'program (Dimas, 1978). This should come in the form of a policy or

purObse statement, the
Importaxice of which will be to gre direction to all,

asprects of CAI develoPiqent. For examPle: should CAI b treated as a

'supplement to a broader range of instructional methods, or should it become

rthe sole means of instruction? An answer to a question of this iype will

determine, many thircgs, not the least of which is cost, as welf as the type of

hardware anecourseware to acquire. The advantages of such policy statements

cannot be over-estimated.'

Diane Essex and William Sorlie have provided an excellent list of

recommendations for planning of CAI (Sorlie and Essex, 1979). TIT literature

review team has condensed them and they are presented as follows:"

1) A six month, funded start-up phase for pl ing and recruitment is

recommended. The task of defining the op tional goals of the

project must be completed early in this phase. If existrng per-

sonnel will not be used, personnel recruitment must be undertaken

at this time. If the decisionois made tb use existing staff, they

must be provided with any necessary tralning in computer usa:ge and

instructional methods. Ultimately, project Staff must be hired or

trained, or some combination of both. Finally, input from user

groups must be solicited, an important part of the process since it

not only generates impprtant design information, but it also lays

the groundwork for sAc essful implementation by giving the user,

groups a sense of o rship in the CAI system.

2) The resources needed to meet the objectives of the project must be

identified and provided. The authors break this down into three

caregories: staff requirements, hardware requirements and software

requirements. Special Attenron should be given to defining the

qualifications of project staf a'subject hinted at in the first

recommendation. This issue wile likely create a basic policy con-

flict requiring soie form of resolution. More specifically, this

conflict can be stated, in the form of a question: "Should the lesson

authors be content specialists or program specialists?" If program

specialists are opted for, they must be trained in the course content

and objectives. If content special4ts are opted for, they must.be

taught to program and create courseware.
Resolution of this issue

can take many forms. Fbr example, many high-level "authoring"

languages exist which can allow content specialists to program course-

ware much more easily than if using lower-level programming languages

(Rudnick, 1979). Another solution may be to hire a CAI or programming

consultant to assist content experts in creating courseware.
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Hardware and software must be selected, both of which will have
effects on staff hiring and/or training,. If an existing administra-
tive computer is not used, a choice must be made from a wide variety
of,available types and brands of machine* at widely varying costs.
The best way to approach ,this issue is to match org gizational needs
and resources with the varying capabilities of the 1 rge main-frame
comPuters, mini-computers and micro-computers.

Selection of software will be a separate but related tas to
seleetion pf hardware. Cost, capability and ease of use w 1 be
prinary considerations. Awide variety of programming lang ges

' exist: cotamerOally produced software, often accompanying.s ecific
computer brands;'in-houag produced software; and softwar pr videi
by programming firms (Schoech, 1982). Software is an exp
proposition and many an organization has purchased,hardware w thout
realizing that programming is another major financial,commitment.
The result of such a lack of foresight is the acquisition of a com- "N\

puter that is useless and will sit idle until it is programmed to
perform functions. , e

3)- Cdurseware design must not only relate necessary concepts and facts,
but must also be presented in a useful and creative manner. Lesson
authors who have prior teacfiing experience could be a valuable re-
source in thi regard. For CAI to be successf61 it treated
as an integra part of the educational.process. This m ans that ad-
ministratorstm U St encourage their staff to utilize the CAI resource
dnd staff must regard the courseware as a source of important infor-
mation.' Unless this occurs the lessons will go unused and the hard-
ware will collect dust in the equipment storeroom (Daneliuk, 1981).

,

Planning must-accout Tor these considerations.

Evaluation of the CAI project must be proyided for from the very
beginning. The evaluation must be both on-going (fornative) and
end-product directed (summative). This will provide flexibility
to ate project and will facilitate any necesSary alternatives that
may present themselves. Such evaluations should review all aspects
of CAI development, ranging from costs to the adequacy of lesson
content.

Different agencies will approach these issues hnd recommendations ig4wAys
unique to their particular circumstances. +Both the agencies' resources and
needs will inevitably-determine the nature of their CAI design. Though the
specifics for each organization may be different, this list does suggest the
key elements,for effective planning of CAI.,

Carole Bagley supplies a list of specific characteristics that must be
rank-ordered for selecting any CAI system (Bagley, 1979). Each characteristic
is subject to any agency's own rankings, which again depend on that agency's
own needs and resources. The characteristics to be ranked are presented as
follows:

1) Cost of hardware; 11111

2) Cost of software;

2ii
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3) Cost of telephone cohiunications, if any;

'4) Cost of c6urseware ot contained in the software costs;

5) Ease for StUdent use; .

6) Ease r author use; .

7) Ma mum capability,for student use;l %a

8) Maximum capability-for author use;

9) Message sending capabilfty between student and teacher; and _
I f

10) Whether or not to use an already existing administraiive computer
to create CAI (called "piggybacking"). ....---

(

,
In the January 1979 issue of Educational TechnOlogy, Fred Splittberer

developed a useful list of,warious,CAI and CMI systems (Splittberger, 1979).
Each system is presented witli information about the system,developer,' system
type (including a description of its basic components), services and applica-
bility both to certain curricula,and student types. This ligt is not an
exhaustive one, though it does. present information on some oi the leading
systems, and aJuch may be a helpful resource for some interested agencies.

In conclusion, a number of articles present important information con-
cerning planning, research and development of CAI. We have summarized and
presented the findings of a few such readings that, we regarded as particularly
relevant and helpful. The key point to remember is that quality planning for
CAI should be seen as both a task to-be completed in and of itself as well as
an on-going process. This cannot be over-emphasized because it.stresses the
important role that planning playa in,creating CAI.

Hardware

The purpose of
\

is section is to provide important information about '

computer hardware to prospective purchasers. Included are: one, definitiov
.

and descriptions of computer hardware; two, a comparison between the performtince

of large and small compu1ters, particularly in regard to coMputer-assisted
instruction use; thNee, special computer features to be aware of when selecting

computeis for CAI use; nd four, the "ideal" set-up for CAI.. .

There are five basic components of a computer: the central processing

unit (CPU), the memory (main and secondary), a mass storage device, a eyboard

and a video display unit (VDU) or teletype (TTY).

The CPU is the heart of the computer and controls what the compfter does.

It carries out, logical decisions, performs computations, makes calculations

and directs functions of the entire system. These functions can be performed

very rapidly in only fractions of a second. The CPU accomplishes these
functions by means of small integrated circuits, the brains of the CPU, that
execute instructions using the binary system. The binary system is based on

the number "2" and represented by the digits "0" and "1." A bit, either a 0

or a 1, represents an on/off, yes/no;Etrue/false choice for the computer. A
byte, the basic unit of information in a computer, is as series of eight bits.
A pyte represents a character which is a single item such as a number, letter

or graphic syMbol that can be understood by a human being (Douglas, 1979).

Nei 24
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'The memory of,a computer consists of the integratea circuits which store
inforMation: The main.memory is located.in the CPU and,has small storage
capacity but can read and writ very quickly in order-to cOmmunicate with the
CPU. The secondary memory, or mass storage, has a larger storage capacity but
reads and writes muCh more slowly than either the CPU of the Main memory.
Consequently, it must communicate with the CPU,through the maincoMputer. The
secondary memory stores .operational systems, priograms and data whet they-are
not in use.' Unlike the inforhation in the main memory', theinformation in
the secondary memory is not erased-or eliminated.when the machine is turned
off. The CPU calls the program'requested by the user f?rom the secondary
memory to themain memory and-makes the program available to the'user. ln
this way,-ale Rrimary memorY"-speeda up-the message's that are given to the CPU
from the secondary memory.

, -

The information fir the skondary memory is stored in.the mass stordige
/ device caneithleT a hafd disc, a tape cassette or a flbppy disC. Technology

is moving`away from the cassette,,thua making them obsolete in favor of the
t4 floppY disc (Joinr, 1980). ,

,

/ . .

,,e , . 1,

-/ The keyboard and teletype or VDU (sometimes called a.CRT--cathode ray tube)
are those.,parts of the computer whicb are the most accesSible and therefore

, bst,familiar aspects Of a computer- These compOnents.of a computer system
re not, in fact, components-of the main cotputer itself and axe sometimes
eferred to in computer terminologyas "peripherals." The keyboard is the
device used for typing information-into a computer. There are two different
kinds of devices'that aid the computer when communicating with user. The
nrst type of device is a teletype..unit which provideS a paper copy of't,he4
computer outyut. The second device, known as the VDU, has.a display screen
Inatead of the paper printout. The present technological trend is away from
'the paper output to the VDU (Bork, 1979).

There are three basic.components to a large-frame computer system: one,
the computer which contains the CPU, memory, and mass storage; two, the termin-"
al(s) consisting of the TTY or VDU and thekeyboard; and three, connections

- between the first two. There are three main-disadvantages to using these large
time-sharing computers. The telecommunications needed.to link lip distant
terminals with the central computer may cost as mugl as several thousaad
dollars a year. Second, when terminal users are separated by distance from

ir
-----3 the main computer t re is a potential that they will feel alfenated from

its functions. An finally, computer system down-time and busy signals en-
countered during times of high system use further promote user disenchantment
(Joiner, 1980).

The personal computer, however, is a complete computer in itself and
therefop does not suffer from the same disadvantages as the time-sharing.
systems. Personal computers have advantages of their own. The development
of small integrated circuits has expanded the capability of personal computers
and lowered their initial purchase price and maintenance costs (Joiner, 1980).
It is now possible to interlink micro-computers with major computer systems
fia telephone lines. gn other words, micrb-computers can have the additional
capacity for acting as terminals. Dial-a-Program, a new technological develop-
ment, can be implemented with either a computer or a telephone answering
servic.e.. This allows a program to be taken from a large computer and dumped

TENsft,
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a

into the memory of a personal computer, a Process tfilt takes only a telephone

ca1l and a few minutes (Stahl, 1979). Bork write ebat entire operating-

systeMs can be trans0Ortied because pf the small size of tiler pOsonal 'cOmputet.

Systcem down'time will affect.CAI lessons and all' efse' when tising*the large ,

compuers, a circumstance iesa problematic for the micro7comviter. Further-

more, a time-sharing colpUter may req-uire inter-departmentalX.oilmitments to

'the use.of a Computer-for CAL; a,situationnwhiehsthe, personal .cpmputer wotad

etfectively eliminate .(Bork, 1979): Joiner suggAts that the personal compdter

is MUch lesa mysterious to the user'because of its compactness (Joiner; 1980).'

, "-

However, Joiner.nots tbree Aisadvantages tO,the use'bf micro,computers:

one, there is,a lack of CAI languages for micro-computer application; two,

micro-computers haVe a limited ability to perform tepetitive calculations% ,

and.three, 'they' have limited ability,to stOre'and recall large data files.

AB mentioned,earlier, engineering and marketing trends suggest'that Micto-

coMputer capabilitieS will increase, however, While costs will decrease

(Joiner, 1980).

- The prospective buyer Of a personal cOmputer must be aware of seVerar'

a

things. Micro-computers sold as blank slates Must be prvgrammed prom scratch

(Joiner, 1980). Telephone links to a large oomputer reqate acoustic couplers;

which are devices necessary to permit signal pasaage between the two computetS

(Crease, 1977).

For best educational 'use the VDU should be _capable of viewing;elpha-

numeric and graphic information (Bork, 1979). The textdisplay (the number

of characters that can be viewed on the screen at ne time).must.have ample

capacity since a small.text display is definite handicap to fhe User (Bork,

1979). When 'Accessing to time-sharii3gcomputers, attention should be given

to response time.- CAI suffers if output is tontinually interrupted or replies,

ate slow in appearing (Crease, 1977). New hard discs for micro-computers,can,

store up to 2,000,000 bytes and can access any point on a disc in a fraction,:

of a.second.

What does all this information imply? Bork writes:2

y
Going' beyond this, we can ask whether [a personal computer] acting

alone will be (particularly when one reaches large-scale production)

an effective mechanism for developing the types of materials we are

now 'considering. The answer is probably no. One needs manytof the 7

capabilities of a larger System in such activity. Hehce, itVis

likely that deve/opment will take place in a distributed environment

with both personal computers and a central machine. The central

computer will be for massive storage of programs and other informa-

tionlor management, for early testing of the material, and for re-.

sources beyond the capabilities.of individual machines (Bork, 1979,

p.'10).

The handling of CAI by a personal computer inter-faced with a large-Brame

computer is,"the ideal situation" (Crease, 1977, p. 48).

In summary, information has beep presented from the literature pertinent

to the selection of hardware for CAI.) Hardware components wereOefined and
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described. Features of the larger time-sharing computers were compared with
the micro-computer. Finally, it was suggested that the "ideal system" for

' CAI would combine aspects Of both the larger computer and the micro-computer.

Software

_In this section the distinction between the generic term 'software" and the
more specific term "courseware" is dealt with first. Second, an overview of
computer languages and language types used for courseware program production
is presented." Third, CAI staffs are defined and described. Finally, the CAI
courseware creation process is discussed.

The term software refers to the computer's programs and accompanying
documentation. Software is stored in a secoleary storage area (e.g., cassettes
or discs) when not being used. When the useirequests a program,,the computer
reads the software into its main memory in order to use the program. A program
is a.series of instructions to a computer which causes the computer to solve
a problem or perform a task (Douglas, 1979). CAI courseware is a type of
,computer program.

Seven modes of instructional use for.computers exist: tutorial, drill
and practice, prOblem solving, gaming, simulation, inquiry and dialogue% The
tutorial mode presents facts, skills and/or concepts to the learner for the
first time. Its emphasis is on the educational material and it is sometimes
designed to evaluate the user's responses in order to modify the material' to
the user's level. In the drill and practice mode an individualized routine is
provided which reviewd and. practices basic skills or concepts acquired through
some separate instructional process. The user responds to questions concerning
the skills or concepts, responses are evaluated and immediate reinforcement
or feedback is given concerning the correctness of those responses. The user
of the problem solving mode uses a computer language, such as BASIC, FORTRAN,
COBAL or GNOSIS,.to instruct the computer in how he/she would solve a problem.
In the gaming mode the user learns gaming skills by interacting with the
computer via's terminal. Each game operates upon specific rules which are
programmed into the computer.and are presented t% the user. In the simulation
mode the computer randomly selects "real life" situations that reflect
exigencies that the user must overcome. The inquiry mode, based on the user's
need and interest, consists of a data base of inforniation and a strategy
of accessing it in.some logical pattern. The user searches the material,
focusing on those elements which answer the criteria set forth in the data
base. Finally, the usage-dialogue mode, in a highly developmental stage on
the research frontier, allows the user to interact in the form of dialogue .

with the computer in the uder's own language (Austin, 1978).

Because of the need to develop CAI in6icensing and certification and be-
cause it will be necessary to update this informstion from time to tilde, it
would be.wise to consider the issues involved in such an undertaking. It is

first necessary for the reader to understand what computer languages are and
the types of computer languages availab4.

A computer language is a,language used to communicate with a computer.
Assembly or-machine language is a programming language written in binary,
octal or hexadecimal notation. Programs written in machine language do not

2
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need to be translated in order for the computer to execute its instructions

because machine language is computer language. A general purpose or high-

level language (such as BASIC, FORTRAN, PASCAL, etc.) is symbolic. The

instructions to the coiputer are represented by words or mnemonic devices which

humans can understand. The translator, speaki4 both human and computer

language, is the compiler.

Compiler language instructs a compiler to translate general purpose

language into machine language (Douglas, 1979). An author language, such

as GNOSIS, the language that the program CALCAL is written in, is a.higher

level language than a general purpose language. An authoring language is

specially designed so that it contains instructions helpful,to the course-

ware author and the instructional programmer. These languages are higher

level languages since it would usually take several general purpose language

instructions to carry out a single authoring language instruction (Schuyler,

1979). Authoring-languages are sometimes referred to as "user ffiendly"

(Leiblum, 1979, p. 8).

An author who is antiCipating that a'learner Will be using a terminal

and. large-framecomputer to run a program is well advised to use an authoring

language to implement that CAI program. However, there is a lack of authoring

languages for micro-computer use (Joiner, 1980). Therefore, the author of

CAI programs must either learn BASIC, a general purpose language, or make

some allowances for the micro-computer. Courseware houses which have the

resources can create their courseware on large computers and then translate

it into BASIC for execution on micro-computer systems. This gives them the

advantage of the larger computer's speed and storage capacity dufing the

authoring process while allowing marketing td the public on the much less

expensive micro-computer systems, However, as micro-computer syStems increase

in speed and storage capacitiis, one can expect to see a number of authoring

languages available on each processor (Schuyler, 1979).

Because authoring languages were-created specifically for CAI use, BASIC

is a comparatively limited and less effective language to use for CAI purpOses.

Since micro-computers are often a cost-saving option over the large-frame

computer, and since investing in a terminal over a micro-computer could sub-

sequently be a waste of resources if and when more authoring languages for

micro-computer use are developed, the rapid rate of.language development is

a key issue here.
le

The issue of computer languages, as well as hardware and software issues,

also has implications for the type of' CAI gtaff that will be required by the

Bureau of Regulatory Services to-develop, instinte and maintain a CAI program.

A CAI staff is a unit providing some sort of CAI service such as content

expertise, etc. On one end of the spectrum, a unit can be a single person

who acts as coordinator or instructor for an outside network. On the other

end of the spectrum, a unit can be a large group of CAI specialists (programmers,

educators, psychologists, etc.) housed in a separate institute that provides

service to an entire institution (Leiblum, 1979),

There are a number of factors affecting the ortamizatienal structure of a

CAI staff. The organizationai structure refers to not only the personnel in-

volved in the unit, but also the location of the unit in the larger organiza-

tional structure. A CAI staff will be either centralized, serving the entire

2 fi:.
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'institution, or:decentralized and locally liased, serving restricted popula-
tiqns. The following list of questions emphasize the factors affecting the'
organizational structure of CAI-staffs:

1) Most importantly, will the staff serve an advisory or consultant
function to administrative developers?

Will the staff design new program materials and/or help evaluate
existing materials?

3) Wdll the staff design or implement a CAI language or improve an
existing one?

4) Will they provide training for instructional programmers conducting,
tworkshops or-seminars?

4

5) Will staff maintain, revise, Or improve existing CAI systems?

6) -Will Staff administer tO physical faCilities and/or coordinate cora-
puter or terminal use? -

7) Will they translate, administer or evaluate "foreign" program products?

8) Will they maintain,print, non-print, or program-reference libraries?

9) Will they provide partial subject matter expertise?

10) 'Will they provide user record-keeping service and/or analyze per-
formance? and

11) wilr staff provide demonstrations and/or handle information dissemina-
tion? (Leiblum, 1979)

-

Some advantages to a centralized versus a decentralized staff are:

1) Less redundant efforts;

2) Reduced expenses;

3). Access to CAI specialists;

4) Easier sharing of materials;

5) Increaseduser populations; and

6) Better administrative support to advance their arguments.

Some disadvantages to a centralized agency are:

1) Bureaucratic and political conflicts;

2) Less control by users;

3) Communication difficulties;

4) More difficult access to subject matter specialists;

2.J
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-briat initial budgetary costs; and

7) Greater loss of time and data when breakdowns occur (Leiblum, 1979).

.
A decentralized staff offers close proximity to content specialists fot

courseware development but may lack didaCtic specialists (i.e., educational

technologists to aid in program development and evaluation). A decentralized

agency will simplyroffer fewer services than a centralized agency.

CAI staffs have been known to be placed within four main structures. the

first is an educational structure and the CAI staff iS affiliated 'with an
academic faculty. ,The'second is a computer service agency. The third is an .

educdtional'research development or audiovisual learning resource type in-

stitute. The fourth is an independent unit reporting to a steering committee.
The steering committee oversees the policies or activities of the CAI staff.

All have proved to be equally effective (Leiblum, 1979).

CAI staffing depends on five factors:

1) Type of institution where CAI is to be used;

2) ''Amount of available funding;

3) Individual talent and skills;

4) Nature and size of user population; and

5) Complexity of subject matter (Leiblum, 1979).

There are two types of CAI staff extremes. The first is the "courseware

factory," which consists of a large, specially trained group of instructional

specialists. The positions in this agency include instructional paychologists,
educational technologists, subject matter experts, authoring assistants,
packaging specialists, instructional design technicians who determine the

instructional validity of the developed materials and aaditional part-time

computer specialists and,AV design technicians. On the other extreme, a CAI'

staff can consist simply of subject matter4experts who have received some

training in CAI program techniques using authoring languages. The majority

of these programs, however, have been found to possess poor instructional

quality because the authors of the program lacked sufficient didactic and

CAI programming experience.

A happy medium between these tWo is a staff consisting of content
specialists, backed by support personnel, used for material preparation.
This team would include the content matter specialists, instructional pro-

grammers and educational technologists with part-time support from AV con-

sultants and computer specialists. A staff is needed to develop a CAI

program because one person does not possess all the necessary skills to do

so. "It is also a fact, however, that,a single, enthusiastic master teacher

given a minimum of instruction in the usage of an appropriate CAI system can

produce a High quality .instructional programt (Leiblum, 1979, p. 10).

It is important for an institution thinking of hiring a core CAI staff"to

remember ,that the CAI service objectives (the type, depth, and scope of

servic s offered by a CAI staff) play a vital role in determining staff

3i
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requirements. Additional snifing needs will then he determined by,institu
tional production philosophy, service objectives, subject matter, complexity
of CAI strategies used and facilities provided by the system (Leiblum, 1979).

"The planning stages of courseware sreation are, of course, the most
critical. It is in these,stages that the decisions are made which determine
the structureeof the computer program to be written; the program can then be
built in such a way that it accurately reflects what the author feels is
required to teach thNopic" (Schuyler,t11979, p. 29)..

.
Three essential characteristics of all programmed instruction, identified

in the history of CAI, are first, that there he am interaction- between learner
and material and immediate feedback which informs'learners of the adequacy
of hor/his response. Second, the subjectMatter to be presented is composed.
into a program (set of instructions to the learner). Third, it is composed '

of a series of items referred to as frames ,(a unit ofcthe program which
requires a response from the learner). The tnformation needed to correctly
Answer a given item must be contained either in that item, in the preceding
items or in both (Collagon, 1976)7 -

Going a step beyond programmed tnstruction, the author of CAI cburseware
should become aware of the"systems approach" for designing ilstructional
materials. Thia approach Includes: one, identification of eolucational needs;
two, behavioral objective formulation; three, strategy selectiOn and sequenc4-
ing; four, media selection; five, instructional preparation; six, evaluation
of learning objeCtives and Materials; and seven, reworking defective parts
(Ingle, 1979).

During the third, phase, strategy selection and sequencing, the author must
'decide what instructional methods are important and how they are to be
sequenced. The fifth phase, instructional preparation, refers to building
the actual program. Once the final program has been tested during the sixth
phase, evaluation of learning objectives and materials, defective parts must
be identified and revised during the seventh phase, reworking defective parts,
which may include reevaluation and rewortting of all system stelis (Ingle, 1979).

Schuyler sees the courseware creation process this way:
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_(Schuyler, 1979, p. .430)

The purpose of courseware evaluation.is simply-to improve caurseware and

to establish its effectiveness. There are seven methods of evaluation comMonly

used (Crease, 1977):

1) Learner interviews;
%

2) Learner feeUback sheets;

3) Pre/post-tests;

4) Quedtions within the program;

5) Computer monitoring (records learner controlled inputg as a function

; of time and produces them as a table fo4 study);

6) Staff interviews; and

7) Close observation of package use (enables an observer to record what

the learner is saying.as well as typing, giving insightful clues ta

weaknesses in the package).

There is no simple way of evaluating a CAI progrgm. A general impression

should be fdrmed based on several sources. Interviews should be the most -

influential sources of information. As the'program stops changing rapidly,

interviews whould be replaced by learner feedbdck forms which will maintain a

check dn the' use of the prftram. Pre/post-tests are difficult to construct
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and may not be necessary to a complete evaluation. If they are used, they
should be shot so they will not inconvenience the learner, but they should
be penetratin and pertinent to the program (Crease, 1977).

A person who is interested in developing CAI courseware should keep the
. following suggestions In mind: ,

1) 'Develop and keep long range goals;

2) Be imaginative (don't be confined to what 'has been done);

. 3-Y Work with groups if possible;

4) Do not start at square one; °

5) Consider pedasological problems Lafiependently of programming problems;

6) Revise your program;

7) Amoid BASIC if passible;it is not.good far complex materials;

8) Avoid today's minimal systems; and

9) Avoid tape cassette-based,systems. ( ork, 1979)

Courseware, then, is a specific type of Computer program created for
computer-assisted instruction use. Authoring languages were created specifi-
cally for writing CAI-programs and therefore are the mot efficient type of
language to use in the courseware creation process. Courseware is created
by a CAI staff and'the issues involved in developing a CAI staff were cited
above. 'Finally, it should be kept in mind that the authors of courseware
should use the systems approach in the courseware creation process.

Cost of CAT.

This section of-the literature review addresses the cost of CAI. Cost
has obvious importance in the design and implementation of CAI and is perhaps
the prime concern for human service agencies when considering installation of
a CAI system. °

Human service agencies must reMember that cost estimation for CAI is a
very difficult topic to address (Spuck and BOzeman, 1978; Bozeman, 1979).
Patrick and Stammers have attempted to address the issue of cost when they
cite Seltzer. Seltzer claims that employing the computer for instruction
involves judgments based on the following three criteria: one, if the
computer provides a unique and effective approach to the instructional process,
then it should be used regardless ol the cost involved;, two, if" the computer
Is a more efficient instructor than-':: traditional approach, and the cost of
its use is minimal, then it should btused; and three, if the cost of CAI,is
relatively high, while its effectiveness is only marginal, then the computer_
should not be used for instruction (Patrick and Stanimers, 1977). These'three
broad criteria may provide human service agencies with some direction in con-
sedering the cost of a CAI system. Having presented this very general approach
to cost consideration, what kind of specificity can be extracted from the
literature?

In particular, cost estimation of CAI'must include hardware, software,
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courseware, logistics, telecommunications, persannel training, research and

development issues and any potentialuhidden" costs. The emphasis placed on

each issue will vary from unit to unit, depending on such things as the pur-

pose of thd CAI system, and how many of the costs have already been absorbed.

For example, if a unit already employs an existing administrative computer,

as does the Michigan Department of Social Services; this might eliminate

some costs and pre-determine-the existence of others.
4

The cost of hardware is a question that can be:framed in the context

of the basic computer types, i.e., the main-frame or maxi-computer,Ithe mini-

computer and the micro-computer. Daneliuk and Wright advise that prospective

use of CAI hardware be determined only after researchand evaluation comparing

the cost of the main-frame, mini- and micro-computers (Daneliuk and Wright,

/981).

Four case studies of cost estimation-for CAI iardware were reviewed.

These case studies may prove to be useful referen es for a unit analyzing

hardware components within CAI cost estimates. lie first case study estimates

the hardware cost of PLATO IV, a system using a main=frame computer and

primarily designed to deliver instruction In A variety of university subjects

(Kearsley, 1977a). The centtal computer and 4,000 plasma terminals are the

hardware components in the PLATO IV annual cost estimates. The costs are

based on an assumption of 2,000 hours of annual use per terminal.
-

The'sevind case study estimates the hardware cost of the TICCIT system

(Kearsley, 1977a). This system is comprised of a mlni-computdr and 128 terminals,

thus making it a much smaller system than PLATO IV. The hardware components

in the TICCIT system include a Main Processor, a terminal processor, a card

printer, ,a line printer, a tape unit, disc drivers, a disC control, a CRT

terminal, a coptputer-computer link, a character generator, a keyboard inter-

face, an audioresponse subsystem, TV monitors, keyboards, refreshers, a

signal processor, refresher controls, video tape players, TV modification, a

crossbar switch and cabinets.

The third case study estimates the hardware costs for the Computer Cur-

riculum Corporation (CCC), a mini-computer eased CAI system that provides

supplementary instruCtion in basic skills for reading, arithmetic and languages.

The hardware components of_CCC include a central-processing unit and eight

terminals. The expected life span of eight years is an additional considera-
,-

tion. (Kearsley, 1977a).

The fourth and final case study estimates Che hardware costs for the

Division of Educational Research Services (DERS) at ehe University of Alberta.

This IBM 1500's annual costs estimate did not include specific hardware

components (Kearsley, 1977a):.

Aa a further guide to considering the hardware costs of mpro-computCs,

the prospective purchasers should ask the following questions: one, will the

micro-computer serve as a terminal in a time-sharing system? Two, how many

micro-computers will be needed to adequately serve the projected level of use?

Three, what is the anticipated life span of the hardware? And finally, how

should the expenses be amortized?(Joiner, 1980) These questions can .also be

re-phrased to apply to the possible puTchase of both the mini- and main-frame

compptefa.
,
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The hardware cost estimations for CAI are relatively easy in comparison'
to cost estimations for the other categories, tbotigh estimation of hardware
cost is by no means simple. Relative to other aspects of computer systems,
software expenses have beed-steadily increasing over the past thirty years.
Sofware made'up 15 percent of the total cost for a computer system in 1955.
It tose to 75 percent in 1977 and projections for 1985 place it at 90.percent
of the total cost (Schoech, 1982). The reason for this increase i8 no simple
issue; but generally speaking, it is due to a decrease in hardware costs and
a greater demand.for a variety of software items (and, consequently, a
greater reliance on personnel as opposed to machinery).

According to Schoech, there are three majot sources of software: one,
pre-manufactured software accompanying certain brands of hardwarei two,
in-house developed software; and three, professional software firms (Schoech,
1982). Programs manufactured to accompany hardware are specifically designed
for use with those particular computer systems. In-house prograbsopre self-
produced by an agency or organization. Professional software firms design
programs contracted for by organizations or agencies. Choosing a sourcetof
hardware, it-should be noted, is an important cost consideration for soft-
ware as well and must inevitably be faced when designing a CAI system. One
word of warning: good quality, pre-manufactured aoftware, fot use in the human
services is not readily available; consequently, agencies.must be wary of
purchasing such products unless they are absolutely sure of acquiring"what
they need.

The use of in-house software involves cost considerations primar,ay in
terms ofspersonnel. Who will create the programs and write the lesats?
Will training need to be provided for the personnel, and at what cost? How
many hours will be required to develop lessons;and at what cosi? If a pro-
gramming Consultant must be hired, how much will it cost? Hebenstreit speaks
to some of these issues in his study on the costs of 10,000 micro-computers
in French secondary schools.. His findings revealed'50 percent of the initia
costs were for traping the tea6bers in programming and-25 percent fo hard- )
ware. Thereafter, 70 percent of the costs consiseed of staffing, tea her
diaining and program writing. He estimates 100 o 300 hours are neede
develop dne program (Hebenstreit, 1980)..

The key question for the use of software.provided by a professional firm
is, "Can such a program be produced at An'expense less than an in-house program?"

The evaluation of software cost is difficult to address and varies from
unit to unit. Some underlying assumptions for software costs are suggested
by Kearsley. His list includes expenses for purchasinkor renting the CAI
system, course authoring languages, graphics and/or audio software and utility
programs. Kearsley claims that these costs are frequently excluded from cost
estimates, either because they are too difficult to project or because they .

are assumed to be negligible. Any assumption that these costs are negligible
is not only unfounded, but also foolish. Kearsley makes his point by giving
examples in the case studies, the same case studies cited earlier in the
context of hardware costs Of the,four case studies, only.one provided a'
cost estibate for soEtware (KearSley, 1977a). Clearly, however difficult cost
estimations for software may be, they must be faced by a unit considering
installation of CAI.
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Courseware, the instructional programs themselves, imply costs over and

above that of the more generic category, software. Once the instructional

program has been developed, it will periodically need revisiOn due to a number

of circumstances. For example, new developments in the content field will

outdate lessons. It is a serious mistake to assume that once a lesson is

in place it will no longer need inputs of time, money and enere. Another

mistake is the omission of cost estimates for producing adjunct materials,

such as manuals on computer operation, or supplem ntary instructional .

materials (Kearsley,, 1977a).

The literature indicated that logisticV questions and telecommunications

are two other categories that must be factored into cost estimates for CAI.

They are both topics often overlooked. Logistical costa include such things

as transporting a CAI system from place to place or equipment distribution.

Who will distribute the equipment? How will it be distributedf Who will

receive equipment? What will the cost be? (Joiner, 1980) Telecommunications

costs are often counted as user costs and therefore excluded from overall

cost estimates. "Telecommunication costs involve simply the transmission

costs via voice-grade telephone lines, digital data networks, microware, UHF

television or satellite Xransmission." (Mearsley, 1977a, p. 101) If the use

of telecommunications will be necessary, an agency must determin what

services and aqiiipment (modems, etc.) will be needed, as well a their cost.

The task of research must also beofactored into cost estimations for CAI.

Production of discussion papers and/or evaluations of the various components

of a system will necessarily entail costs. Generation of user feedback, a 41

vital part of the CAI development process, will also produce costs; such -

things as design and.implementation of questionnaires will mean additional

expenses. Cost estimates should always be balanced against alternative

modes of instruction (Kearsley, 1977a).

Inter-agency or intra-agency distribution of tost is often employed by

organizations utilizing CAI. In principle, this'approach seems to have merit;

however, in practice It can create many problems. . This can be a consequence

of technical and "political" issues. Courseware is not easily transferred

from system to system if two agencies have different hardware. The lack of

standardization of systems may require considerableyriting and re-writing of

courseware, even when transferring material to supposedly "identical"systems.

The "political" reasons include intra-ageficy and inter-agency rivalries, copy-

right and royalty problems. Such problems can prove to be formidaple barriers

and may, in fact,,effective1y,eliminate ftny cost savings hoped for from a

:joint venture.

*Finally, agencies must be aware of an entire category of "hidden" costs.

Often overlooked are the avaijable service provisions from system manufacturers.

What manufacture services afe aVilable for the hardware? What will the cost

be? Will service be readily av'ailable? Where is the service facilityaocated?

(Joiner) /980) Operating costs, such as personnel salaries, must aiso be con-

J Further, all cost estimates mustallow for the,effects of monetary

inflation. Though this,list of "hidden" costs is not exhaustive, it does serve

to alert the potential user of CAI to some pOssible, unanticipated expenses.

In suMmary, the literature revealed.cost estimations for CAI to be a

3



difficult and 'cotplex task; but a task that must be accomplished to develop
any CAI system. Costs can be divided into convenient categories: hardware,
software, courseware, logistics and telecommunications, persOnnel, research
and develvment and potential "hidden" costs. .If no other points are remembered, 44
it is impe'rttive to remember this: relative to all other costs of any computer
project, software has been continually rising and makes up,the majority of cost
considerations.

Human Factors

A human service agency contemplating the use of CAI must consider the
human factors. Learner use and author use were the two main human factors
identified. Learner ust includes information on learner characteristics,
learner personality characteristics and recommendations to facilitate learner
use. Author use includes information about tblI system capabilities requiring
4ifferent levels of author skill and how to utilize the author's creative
abilities. It

good CAI system accounts for learner characteriStics by maximizing
strengths and minimizing weaknesses. But no current CAI system has the
sophistication to use all the'possible infOrMation on learner characteristics
'to provide individualized instruction (McCann, 1981). Therefore, the gather-
ing of such needed information becomes- the responsibility of both the designers
and implementers of the CAI system.

Learner characteristics consist of prior knowledge of lesson content,
prior knowledge,of the computer and the learner's visual, verbal and mental
abilities. If the learner has little prior knowledge of the lesson content,
appropriate instructional support to provide help in answering content questions
fis needed, while an advanced learner would become bored with excessive support.
If the learner has prior knowledge of the gomputer, that j.earner will tend
to be less apprehensive of its use and therefore will makerbetter use of CAI.

, If the learner's visual and verbal abilities are poor, elaborate visual and
verbal representations will need to be provided (Carrier, 1978). Individuals
with high mOntal'ability benefit more from CAI presentations "that are per-'
ceptually canplex, of.fixed pace, informationally laden, in multi-channel
motion pictoral forms (mo'Vies and televisions)" than the individual with low
mental ability (McCann, 1981, p. 138).

It is important to consider three learner personality characteristics:
psychol gical factors apprehension factors and the degree of learner motiva-
tion. JBozeman used Jtjngian concepts of perception and judgment in a study of
the Wisconsin System or Instructional Management (WIS-SIM). He measured the
following factors: o e, 4pprehension toward use of human-machine systems;
two, confidence in WIS-SIM; and three, perception of usefulness of WIS-SIM.

Bozeman found that extroverts more readily use the computer because their
main interest is in the external environment of people and things; consequently,

'they are more,recei)tive to information, ideas and conepts that may be learned
from CAI. Introverts, on the other hand, are less receptive to external sources
of information and concepts; and consequently, are less likely to make effective
use of CAI. Students with extrovert and cognitive tendencies had more confidence
in the WIS-SIM than introvert and affective oriented students. The extrovert/
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cognitive students found WIS-SIM more useful because, typically,.they tend
to be analytical and methodical and thq respectthat which is rational and
objective. As a result of tlfse findings Bozeman Suggests thatCAI decision
,makers must have a more complete understanding of psycholoBical tyPes of
learners for CAI use. This must include,both'research and implementation of -
the necessary information (Bozeman, 1978).

Student apprehension is often a result of anxiety with the hardware.
Thi8 anxiety stems from two sources: one, the rapidity with'which the computer
can perform its tasks; and two, its complexity and newness.

The learner's degree of motivation is also an ibportant factor to consider.
Specifically, those individuals who want to work with people and have a high
regard for interpersonal relationships may not be receptive to heavy doses
of the computer (Carrier, 1978). Therefore, it may be reasonable to infer
that those with a human services perspective may not be totally receptive to
CAI. It is allegild that CAI is both dehumanizing and impersonal. For example,
Collagon suggests student enCouragement, inspiration and stimulation be-
comes mechanical while using machines. Collagon suggests further that CAI
leaves little\room for creativity on the part of the student (Collagon, 14976).
However, Magi&Son refutes these allegations by poin'ting to CAI's individual:
treatment of each student. He also points out CAI's capacity to provide a
Patient, tireless and objective tutor, cOunselor, tester and/or evaluator.
CAI even tolerates alternative answers and solutions. Therefore, it is
suggested that CAI be used in as personal a manner as possible to counter
the allegation that CAI is dehumanizing and impersonal (Magiabn, 1977).

Design of CAI lessons shou14,facilitate learnerimse. This requires user
input, feedback and administrative support. If possible, lesson design
features should consist of learnef control options for replaying the text,
reviewing the text and choosing the text's route.

r,

Lesson designs must be adaptive and responsive to the student. The
sequence and style of a lesson will also facilitate ease of learner use. A
lesson must be as interactive as possible. For example: lesson menus should
be provided within a program allowing for choice of content. A lesson should
provide prompts that hint at the correct answers instead of responding with
"No, try again." Questions should never be asked of the student unless infor-
mation necessary to answer them is still on the terminal screen (Caldwell,
1980).

Learner input and feedback is also important. Learner input can be
obtained-by assessment of a student needs questionnaire, feedback opportunities
in the lessqns themselves and acti.yely seeking-student feedback once the
lessons are in use (Daneliuk and Wright, 1981).

0

Administrative support of CAI is vital for learner use because it
encourages individuals to utilize it. Without administrative support users
may regard CAI unfavorably and therefore not utilize it'(Speck, 1978).

Ease of author use and system capabilities provided by certain programming
languages is rother important consideration for design and implementation of
CAI. Authors of a CAI lesson should utilize thtir creative abilities within
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the lesson. They should remember that creativity must-manifest itself within
the lessons in order to provide a learning opportunity for the student. This
is true because CAI lessons are an extension of the author's own personality
(Collagon, 1976, Magidson, 1977).

To summarize: learner and author use are the two important points to
remember for CAI aystems. Learner use includes prior knowledge of content
and con6uter use, visual, verbal and mental abilities and personality
characteristics. Recommendations for lesson design should consider learner
characteristics. Author use must balance CAI system capabilities with dif-
ferent levels of author skill and creativity.

Issues in Evaluation

A great deal of literature.exists in the field concerning evaluation,
most of whith deals withthe topic of efficacy; that is, whether or not:CAI
is effective as 4 teaching method over and above more traditional instructional
methods. A smaller portion of the literature'represents more formative kines
of evaluations; i.e., basic issues and factsLfor design and implementation, \
of CAI. The distinction between these two kinds of evaluations speaks to ihe
basic methodological question that o7r research group faced in the present.
pilot test: "Should the project group be involved in an efficacy evaluation
of CAI or should we administer a formative evaluation?" ,The group decided
in favor of the formative evaluation, a decision not unrelated to the state
of the literature: Since most wTitten material has already dealt with efficacy,
it was felt there was a greater need to provide a formative evaluation.

Efficacy.questions as presented in the licexature, however, cannot be
ignored. In this portion of the literature review, pertinent ififormation...
about both kinds of approaches must be conveyed. AB indicated earlier,
Sorlie and Essex assert that evaluation of tAI should be both formative and
summative (Sorlie and Essex, 1979). Therefore, to provide a broadly inclusive
revieleof the literature while omitting information about efficacy would render
this report inadequate. Most certainly, it is vital to ask the question:
"Is CAI an effective method pf instruction?". Presumably, the decision.to
develop CAI must be based on, among other things, an affirmative answer to

. this question.

Well, is it an effective method of instruction? Several relevant articles
were reviewed and some representative samples wekie chosen. Generally, most
of the material answers the above question in the affirmative: CAI is ak
effective teaching tool (Thomas, 1979; Smith, 1979). David Thomas reViewed
the effectivtness of CAI in secondary schools and found that it led to

.achievement levels equal to or higher than traditional instruction, as we
as to favorable user attitudes., savings of time and, finally, comparabl
levels of learning retention and cost (Thomas, 1979). A five-year lon
study in the U.S. Navy, noted above, was also favorable, though certai
cautions are given (Misselt, et al., 1980).

Other portions of the literaturehave suggested mixed results for CAI
(Bagley and Klassen, 1979). This study of the use of CAI in Minnesota cor-
rectional facilities indicated no achievement or attitude increase that could
be attributed to CAI; however,,there were indications that CAI could be used

tmr



to provide repetitious drill for low,ability students and that it increases
-

motivation and problem-solving skills.

'A small portion of the literature Suggests the ineffectiveness of CAI.
Edward Nelson presents the result of a program of individualized instruction

in typing and shorthand classes. ,He suggests that, although C43 did reduce

costs and-did accommodate increased enrollments, it was not successful in

terms of studrrit achievement and faculty utilization (Nelson, 19,78).

A nuniger of other studies have indicated different effectiveness'levels

based on varying CAI Systems, curriculland student typeSSplittberger, 1979).
There are some suggestions that subjects 41lowing "high student discretion,"
such'as humanities, Are not subjedts easilY taught through CAI. _On the other

hand, subjects-of "low student discretion," vsuch as mathematics and the

hard sciences, are more applicablIo CAI. There is an implication here that

licensing and certifitation might e highly applicable for instruction in CAI,

since the requirements of the law supersede much of worker discretion, pro-

fessional judgment notwithstanding.

Differing results concerning,effectiveness of CAI are almost certainly

reflections of the particular circumstances involved in the development of

each system. There are a number of complex variables necessary to constitute
a quality system; and in this light, it is no surprise that some systems,

fail to produce the expected results. At some point, an agency should under-

take a study of the effectiveness of their CAI. re results oesuch a study ,

would be important feedback for possible system alteration.
7

The importance of utilizing formative evaluations has already been indi-

\ cated. This pilot,pr'ojectin CAI as a training alternative for certification

and licensing in child welfare is just such an evaluation, a point.which

indicates that the Bureau of Regulatory Services is already acutely aware

of this necessity. This report can serve not only as an evaluation tor' the

present, but also, insofar as it has defined the essential issues of CAI, it

suggests a model for continuing evaluation. However, to review again each

0 issue here would be an exercise in redundancy and would serve no useful pur-

pose. The important point to consider is that each topic of this review is

an issue that must be evaluated in some form or another.
)14.

The methods of evaluation depend, of course, on an agency's particular

needs and resources. Margaret Hazen argues that evaluation of CAI should be

multi-method in nature (Hazen, 1980). She argues that evaluations should

employ attitude questionnaires, interviews, archive research, observation and

experimental methods. Her article refers essentially tb effectiveness evalua-

tions, but does have relevance for formtive approaches as well.

In a micro-computer CAI project in_Canada, Daneliuk and Wright report

that extensive use of diacussion papers provided the essential evalulpive

method (Daneliuk and Wright, 1981). Project staff were required to submit

discussion papers at pre-determined stages of development and implementation.

Papers were submitted by many participants and covered a broad range of topics.

To summarize: the literature suggested that valuation of CAI should

be both formative.and summative. Effectiveness of CAI has been evaluated by

4
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many studies, most oT which have indicated positive results. However, some
literature did suggest mixed and negative results. Whether or not CAI is
useful for a particular organizatiOn depends on many variables; and it can
reasonably be asserted that effectiveness of a particular CAI system depends
largely on the commitment of that organization to CAI. Finally, evaluations
shbuld utilize many methods and should be based on the essentials of CAI itself;
the essentials whiCh have constituted the Content of this report. No evaluation
of CAI can be considered adequate unless it has addressed as many of these issues
as possible.

6

Summary

Literature pertinent to CAI installation has been presented in this
sectibn of the report. The review yielded information which was organized
intothe following topics: CAI: What is it?; Issues for Planning, Research,
and Development; Hardware; Software; Cost of CAI; Human Factors; and Issues
in Evaluation.

The first section presented a general introduction to the use of computers
in instr&tion. This included some basic definitions and a list of advantages
and disadvantages of CAI. The section concluded with a brief history of CAI
as it developed out of programmed instruction.

The'second section emphasized the importace of planning for the develop-
ment of CAI. CAI requires early definition .of program objectives which will
provide answers to a variety of questions, such as choice of hardware, soft-
ware and selection and/or training of personnel. To define these objectives
an agrincy must determine both its'needs and resources.

The next portion of the literature review considered hardware. The
distinction between the maxi-, mini- and Acro-computer was outlined. Micro-
computers offer a low cost entry level for CAI; however, at present, they have
limited capacity to perform operations necessary for adequate instructional
usage; but technological advances,are pointing to the day when Micro-computers
will overcome this disadvantage.

In the next section, software was considered. Various types of courseware
0design were presented as suggested by the literature. The use of computer

language for programming was reviewed. Authoring languages provide a possible
solution,to the content vs. programmer specialist issue. Finally, an outline
of the courseware creation process was presented.

The cost of CAI was then considered. This issue was extremely difficult
to address and_the literatdte was weak in providing adequate guidance for
cost estimation. Software costs have been continually rising over the past
thirty years and by 1985 it is predicted to reach 90 percent of the total cost
for CAI.

Literature resources were also identified which suggested a Variety of
psychological considerations affecting the'devlopment of CAI. Itser appre-
hension of the hardware is a major concern to be confronted by developers of
CAI. Sincere use of user feedback can be employed to combat this apprehension.
Additionally, administrative support must be.solicited for CAI; otherwise ,

41
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equipment and programs will go unused. J
In the final section, the team reviewed literature which suggested that

a variety of evaluative methods could and should be employed to assess CAI.

Both a formative and summative approach was recommended.

Si

4
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IV

FINDINGS: REACTIONS FROM THE FIELD

Introduction

In addition to an extensii/e review of the literature, the project also

provided for the administration of CAI lessons to licensing and ceitification

specialists in the field. As mentioned previously the research staff de-

signed and implemented its own evaluation instrument for the field. The

questionnaire elicited demographic information as well as attitudinal infor-

mation concerning the CAI experience (see Appendix B). Twenty-seven different

child placing agencies were visited and twenty-nine questionnaires were

obtained from Acensing specialists. The purposetof this section of the

report is to present the results from the field experience.

For clarity, the discussion of the results 'will be divided Anto three

parts: one, a demograplyic proftle"of th sample; two, the distribution of

levels of agreement on attitudinal items from the field evaluations; and

three, a discussion of relationships between selected items on the field

questionnaires.

Profile of the Participants

Lesson(s) Taken

Table A in the Appendix provides the distribution of responses from the

sample.

Generally all the licensing specialists tompleted any one of the lessons

within thirty to fifty minutes. On the average, each lesson was taken in

forty to forty-five minutes.
Seventy-nine (79.3) percent of all the parti-

cipants took two or more lessons. Thirty-one percent of the sample took

"COMPLA" and "PSFOIA." Twenty-seven (27.6) percent of the participants

com*eted'all three lessons. At the onset nearly all the participants were

hesitant about taking the lessons. 'However, within a few minutes their

anxiety level had significantly decreased. In fact, many of the participants

felt comfortable taking more than one lesson as indicated by their choices of

a number of options.

Experience in Licensing and Certification

In terms of experience in licensing and certification, 51.7 percent of

the sample had three or more years of experience, 20.7 percent six months to

one year, 10.3 percent two yea'rs, 10.3 percent one year and 6.9 percent had

ed, less than six months of experience.

Percent of Job Responsibilities

The median percent of job responsibilities devoted to licensing and

certification for all the participants was fifth percent. More precisely,

41
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31.0 percent of the sample devoted 76-100 percent of their job responsi-
bilities to licensing and certification, 31.0 percent devoted 1-25 percent,
20.7 percent devoted,26-50 percent: 10.3 percent devoted 51-75 percent and
6.9 percent of the sample did not respond to.this item.

Previous Training

In terms of previous training ill censing and certification 34.4 percent
of the participants had between 1-10 hours of training, 27.6 percent,had
between,11-15 hours and 24.1 Orcent had 20 or more hours of training. The .

median amount of previous training for all the participants was in the range
of 11-15 hours. Forty-five percent of the sample indicated the source-of
their training as outside the office, 17.0 percent inside and 31.0 percent
indicated both inside and outside. *

Prior Experience with.a Computer

Sixty-nine peccent of the sample had no prior experience working'with
a computer and thirty-one percent had some exposure. Of those nine partici-
pants who fkilcated prior experience; they specified experience fn university
coursework, data processing work and, in two cases, actual experience with a
micro-computer.

Sex of the Participants

Seventy-six percent of the sample was female and twenty-four percent was
male.

PartiCipants' Attitudes

Distribution of Responses

\

Table B in th Appendix provides mean (average per item) scores, variances
and standard deviItion for attitudinal items 8-32. As mentioned in the
Methodology section, the participants indicated their attitudinal responses
on a five-point Likert-type scale; therefore, possible mean scores range from
one to five, inclusive.

Of particular interest are the mean scores for items 8-32. Twenty-one
"of the tvienty-five items have a mean score of 3.0 and above; four items have
a mean score clustering around 1.0. .That is, on twenty-one of the items, the
participants tended to agree, while on the remaining items they disagreed.
These mean scores indicated the level of convergence (agreement) among all
the participants based on their reactions to questionnaire items. In general,

the level of 3convergence on the twenty-five Items was very high.

Questionnaire's Demographic and Attitudinal Ratings

As noted above, the field questionnaire elicited responses in which
ratings were made on a five-point Likert-type scale. For analysis, shortened
code words (descriptors) were utilized and are provided here as a means for
subsequent discussion of the attitudinal ratings.

4 4
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TABEE I

Item Number

EVALUATION'S DEMOGRAPHIC AND ATTITUDINAL ITEMS

4

Description Brief Item Description

1 LESSO Lesson selected

2 EXPER Experience in licensing and certification

3 PERCE Percent of job on licensing and certification

4 TRAIN Amount of previous training 4

5 SOURC
,

Source of training ,.

6 , PRIOR-. Prior experience with computers

7 SEX Sex of respondent

8 APPRE Apprehensive about'using computers

9 POSIT Generally positive re computers 6162r training

10

11

CLEAR

SUFFIC
r-. .

Performance expectations were clear

Sufficient knowledgein licensing
111)

12 KNOWL Lessons increased-knowledge base

13 FORMA Format or layout was attractive
.

14 STRUC Structure of sequence was helpful

15 PACE Comfortable pace for lessons

16 FEED Immediate feedback was helpful

17 ADDRE Lessons addressed important aspects

18 TERM Terminal was easy to use

19 PRINT Printout was helpful reference

20 FUTUR Printout helpful resource in future

21 QUEST Format--text followed by questions was effective

22 TIME Amount of time too long

23 CONTR Generally felt in control

24 END Comment section at end

25 STAFF Preseiv of staff was uncomfortable

26 SUPPO Project staff was supportive

27 WORK CAI is a workable method

28 SUPPL CAI is a possible supplement .

29 ORIEN CAI as a possible orientation

30 USEFU CALCAL was a useful learning experience

31 IMPER CALCAL too impersonal

32 WOULD Would use if available

4 3
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3To help the reader gain a perspective overall the responses the response
categqries for each item were collapsed. Those participants who scored an
item "1" or "2''. have been grouped into one Category, "disagree." Similarly,
those participants who scored an,item "4" or "5" have been combined,into
another category, "agree." Those participants who indicated a "3'', for "not
sure" have not beengronped. Combining simila ratings made the orgag,ization
and management of the data more convenient and served as a conservative
method for the analysis. fAll the ratings are referred to in this manner for
the remainder of the discussion. 'Table C in the Appendix provides the results
of grouping the responses for attitudinal items (8-32).

In Table C one can see thlt Items 9, 10, 11, 16r 18, 21; 23, 28, 30 and
32 contain no disagreements. In other worfs, on all these items none of the
participants disagreed With any of the statements. A few of those statements
were: Item 9, "Generally speaking, I feel positive abopt the use of. computers
for staff.development and training," Item 23, "I generally felt in control of
my progress ae I moved.through the lessons" and, finally,Item 32, "I W4a1d
use this approach to training.if it was readily available" (see Appendix 10.

Topical Areas

As mentioned previously in the discussion of project methodology, the
questiopaire was designed to elicit resAnses on four topical areas. Those
areas w4te: one, a demographic profile Of the,sdkple; two, lesson conLnt;
three, questions related to lesson administration; and four, feelings con-
cerning the CAI experience. Items were then selected directly pertaining.to
three of these four areas, namely content, administragion and experience.
Items 11, 12, 14 and 17 were placed into the content category, Items 16, 18,
19, 21, 23 and 26 into administration and Items 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 Snd
into the experience category. By carefully placingiparticular items on the
questionnaire into categories, three constructs were developed for analysis.

By grouping appropriate items into theoretical constructs, one can more '
easily see patterns and interrelationships among and between items. In
responding to content items, 76.5 percent of the particlgants felt they had
sufficient prior knowledge to successfully complete the lessons. However,
75.9 percent of the sample indicated that their knowledge base had been
improved by taking the lessons. Therefore, it was inferred that the content
of the lessons made a significant contribution to the users', knowledge of
licensing and 'certification. Furthermore, 86.2 percent of the participants
indicated the lesson(s) 'satisfactorily addressed important aspects of licensing.

The participants were very much in agreement on the category of,items
dealing with administration of the lessons. Specifically, on four of the six
items pertaining to aaministration there-were no disagreemepts recorded among
any of the participants. Of the remaining two items, only one participant on
each item disagreed. Generally, the following results were found: 96.6 per-
cent of the sample agrted that. the portable hard-copy terminal was easy to
use; 86.2 percent of the sample stated the lesson format, i.e., text followed
by questions, was an effective way of liarning; and 82.7 percent of the sample
indicated that the project staff was an important source of information and
support for this experience.

elti
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In response to items dealing with the CAIlbxperience, the particlpants

reacted favorable. One hundred percent of the sample agreed that CAI

could be psed asla supplement to ongoing training. Seventy-five (75.8)

percent of the participants disagreed with the statement, "I found my ex-

perience with CALCAL too impersonal." Finally, 86.2 percent of the entire

sample indicated the CALCAL program provided them with a useful learning

experiefice.

In conclusion, when the research staff compared the means,and variances

between these three areas, little difference was found, i.e, the partici-

pants felt\stimilarly about each of the three topical areas. The results

cl6arly suggest that the participants, found the CAI eXperience enjoyable,

pertineet to licensing and certification and something they would like to

use if it was readily available.

Participant Characteristics

and Attitudinal Responses

' In this section of the report all characteristics of the participants

will be compared with their attitudinal rating on the questionnaire items.

Tables D-J in the Appendix graphically present each of these comparisons.

As stated, 79.3 percent of the sample elected to take two or more lessons.

The largest group of participants took all three lessons. Wheh comparing

selected attitudinal items with lessons taken, it is important to note that

all twenty-nine participants unanimously agreed that CAI could be used as a

suppledent eb on-goihg training. In all but one lesson.option, each parti-

cipant felt they had sufficient prior knowledge in the area of licensing

1
to successfully1complete the essons. One participant who took "PSFOIA" and

"CLASS" was "un -)gUre" whether e/she had sufficient prior knowledge to

successfully complete the lessons. The two largest groups of participants

in terns of lessons taken, those who took "COMPLA" and "PSFOIA" and those

who took all three lessons, consistently agreed on nearly all the selected

attitudihal items. Generally, it was inferred from these comparisons that

. the lessons were designed with a generic purpose, i.e., to inform both those

licensing specialists who have had vast experience in the field and those who

have had relatively little experience.

A closer examination of the amount of experience in licensineAnd cert

cation compared with selected attitudinal items revealed similar results.

Those participants with three or more years of experience were more apprehensive

about the use of computers than those with six months to one year of experience.

A possible explanation fbr
i this phenomenon may simply be that more experienced

licensing workers have not been introduced to computers, or perhaps younger

workers may have been exposed to computers at tome point during their

university courseworkz Regardless of the amou t of experience in licensing

and certification, the participants in our study were generally in agreement

on selected attitudinal items.

If one compares the percent of job responsibilities devoted to licensing

and certification with selected attitudinal items, the largest groups of

participants, those who devoted 1-25 percent and 76-100 percent of their time

4 7
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to licensing, indicated similar ratings on the questionnaire. 'For example,
83.3 percent of the participants who devoted 26-50 percent of their time to.

4- certification said CAI was a workable and practical way to teach some
aspects of licebsing., In the same light, 77.8 percent of those workers
who spent 76-100 percent of their time performing licensing related tasks
agreed that CAI was a workable way to teach.some aspects,of licensing.
Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that, despite the aispersion in
ate amount of time devoted to licensing, all of the specialists felt that
CAI could be a viable approalh to educating9new or experienced staff.

When investigating the comparison between hours of previous training,
the participants showed markedly different responses to particular attitudinal
items. The largest group of participants, for instance, had 11-15 hours of
previous training. That group unanimously agreed that the lesson(s) satis-
factorily addressed important aspecta of licensing. On the other hand,
only 50.0 percent of the participants with 1-5.hours of previous.training
believed the lesson(s) addressed important aspects of licensing. Similarly,
100 'Percent of the group with 21 or more hours of previous training felt
positivd about the use of computers for staff development and training. Yet
of the participants with 1-5 hours of previous training, only 60.0 percent
felt positive about the use of computers. The results seem to consistently
indicate that those participants with greater previous experience in licensing
are generally more receptive to the use of computers for staff training. The
majority of the comparisons between hours of previous training and selected
attitudinal items clearly showed that CAI was viewed as a potentially useful
method of instruction. And, when the source of a $articipant's training was
examined;-no significant disparities were discovered on selected attitudinal
ratings. Hence, despite the differences in the number of participants within
each category, their responses closely resembled one dhother in terms of agree-

(

ment.
4

A comparative examination of prior experience with a computer.and selected
attitudinal items raised several interesting observationsEight-nine (88.9)
percent of the participants who said they had prior experience with a computer
disagreed with the statement, "I am apprehensive about using computers."
However 60.0 percent of the participants without prior experience indicated
they were not apprehensive. One would expect that gomeone with no prior ex-
perience with a computer would be more appretensive. Yet 60.0 percent still
constitutes a large number who were not apprehensive despite having no prior
computer knowledge. As stated previously, nearly 80.0 percent of all the
participants did elect to take tworfor mdre lessons.

Finally, a.comparison of the sex of the participants yielded unique
differences in relation to selected items. One of those differences was
that 63.6 percent of female participants disagreed that they were apprehensive
about the use of computers and 85.7 percent of male respondents stated they
were not Oprehensive. Generally', the female participants in our study were
slightly Imre apprehensive about the use of computers. Another observation -

was that 4 .8 percent of the males disagreed that the CALCAL experience was
too imperso l, while 86.3 percent of females disagreed.

In summar, , there were.fw differences between'groups of participants about
issues relat d to CAI. On the aggregate, our sample viewed CAI as
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overwhelmingly positive and in most cases indicated they would use CAI if

it was readily available.

Attitudinal Responses Compared

This section
c of the report is a discussion of the comparison between

selected attitudinal items from the field questionnaire. It is infended to

fuxther illustrate the participants' favorable response to the CAI experidhce.

Several questionnaire items were directly related to issues concerning

administration of the lessons. Of the twenty-five participants who indicated

the lesson(s) proceeded at a comfortable pace, twenty-three felt in ,control

of their.progress. Of the twenty-one participants who stated they had suf-

ficient prior knoweldge in certification and licensing to successftylly

complete the lesson(s), tFenty participants agreed the lesson(s) iicreased

their knowledge bane in the content area. Interestingly, only three parti-

cipants disagreed that their knowledge base in licensing and certification

Was increased.

Another important aspect of the CAI experience was the issue of appre-

hension. As previously mentioned, approximately twenty-four percent of the

sample indicated they were apprehensive. However., of the seven participants

who.said they felt apprehensive, six agreed the project staff was an important

source of information and support for the experience. Of those participants

who were apprehensive, five did state that computers were a positive way to

teach some aspects of licensing. Twenty licensing specialists indicated they

were not apprehensive about the use of computers; sixteen of those participants

agreed that computers were a positive way to teach some aspects of licensing.

Therefore, our results seem to indicate that, whether there was apprehension

concerning the use of computers or not, the participants' reaction to their

use was nearly the same.

In summary, the participants' positive reactions to essentially all

aspects of CAI were impressive. This would lead one to conclude that the

licensing specialists were very receptive to the concept of computer-assisted

instruction. The section which follows was reserved for the participants

to express ideas for application of CAI in licensing and certification along

with possible areas of improvement.

Additional Comments

Approximately.23 out of 29 licensing specialists responded to the openli

ended question: "How do you see this approach being used in the future?" The

participants generated a number of ideas for possible applications of CAI,

some of which are as follows: one, if CAI were developed, the amount of

travel time and cost of attending statride in-service training sessions would

significantly decrease; two, the CAI lessons could be an effective training

device if used in conjunction with the licensing and certification technical

assistance manual; three, if CAI lessons were readily available, new or ex-

perienced workers could review the lessons at their leisure. To continue,

one participant stated that CAI could be installed as an evaluation tool for

'determining the competency of new or potential licensing workers. Two persons

4 j
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indicated that a CAI system would be a practicdf multi-agency sharing device;
i.e., many agencies within a geographic area could share terminals or micro-
computers, thereby eliminating the installation of equipment at several
different sites.

Although a major concern of licensing specialists was that CAI shoUld not
-replace the one-to-one dialogue between w4rkers and consultants, the-
participants generally reated positively-to.the CAI lessons as a resource
for both new andexperienced licensing staff.

.

Nearly fifty percent of the sample provided comments to the open-ended
question: "How could the CALCAL experience be improved?" The .response to
this question was primarily directed'at two areas. First, licensing specialists,
indicated that they would hava preferred a more interactive experience with the
terminal. They thought this could be achieved through graphic illustrations
and audio communication as aids to the learning experienceo They.also stated
that the presence of a licensing consultant would alleviate much of the anxiety
associated with computer usage. Incidentally, one person suggested that a
pre-lesson on ierminal operation would have also been beneficial.

The second area of kesponse dealt directly with the lessons' content and
format. As expected, some of the licensing specialists found ambiguity in a
few of the lesson texts and questions. The workers also reCommended that a
number of hypothetical situationstor casesstudies be included within the
lesson text to stimulate greater interest in the lessons. Finally, one parti-
cipant suggested that a sumhary be included at the end of each lesson so that
further integration of the information could be achieved.

Summau.

The field findings indicated that the twenty-nine participants found the
CALCAL experience to be both acceptable And informative.

-v

Despite some initial hesitation on the part of a number of the participants,
78 percent took two or more of the lessons. Satisfaction with the content of
the lessons was consistently high over all of the lessons.

When other demographic categories were controlled (i.e., experience in
licensing and certification, percent of,job responsibilfties devoted to
licensing and certification, hours of training and source of that training)
it was observed that the ratings on the attitudinal items continued to be
consistently high. It was also found that 40 percent of those attitudinal
items were in the 90-100 percent range of agreement, while over 60 percent
were in the 80-100 percent range of agreement.

(4 .

. The sample of participants registered no disagreement'on the following
attitudinal items: Item 9, positive about

,
the use of computers for staff

t44training and development; Item 10, performance expectatiOns were clear; Item
18, hard-copy terminal was easy to use; Item 21, lesson format was an effective
way to teach licensing and certification; Item 23, felt in control o progress;
Item 28, CAI could be used as a supplement to ongoing training; Item 0, CALCAL
was a useful learning experience; and Item 32, would use this approach if
readily available.

5
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, In spite.of the fact that 70 percent of the sample had no prior ex-

perience with a computer, the use of computers for training purposes was

a highly acceptable idea among the partictpants. Attitudinal responses

were as high among those with no prior experience as among those with

prior computer experience,.

Again, although nearly 76 percent had no computer experienC'e, only

24 percent of the saTtple indicated feelings of apprehension regarding com-

puter usage. Interestingly, the CAI experience was as highly accepted among

those whb were apprehensive as it was ainVng those who were not*: Avong those

with no computer experience, none felt,that the CALCAL experience Vas too

impersonal.

Proliably the most notable finding was the complete agreement of all

participants on item 28, "CAI could be used as a supplement to ongoing

training." The total agreement was consistent along all demographic

categories, as indicated in the demographic-attitudinal.comparisonS.

Agreement in the three topical areas (content, administrative, and

experiential) was consistently high across all areas.

Despite the fact that over 96 percent of the sample felt they had

sufficient prior knowledge to complete the lessons, 76 percent agreed that

the lessons increased their knowledge base. At the same time, 86 percent

"\agreed that the lessons addressed important aspects of licensing and certi-

fication (while controlling for years of experience and hours of training

in licensing and certification).

The hard-copy terminal was well accepted (96.5 percent), with the same

number of participants also agreeing that the printout was a useful reference

tool during the lesson. The tutorial format of the lessons also was well

received (86,2 percent agreement):

The experiential factors were also quite positive, despite the lack of

prior computer usage. The participants overwhelmingly agreed that CALCAL

was a useful'learning experience and that they felt generally in control of

the learning process.

Overall, the CAI field experience was very well received. Regardless

of the amount of computer experience or the amount of apprehension about

computers, there was a high degree of support for the use of computers in

staff training and development. In addition, the participants agreed that

CAI was a workable and practical,method for teaching licensing and certifi-

cation and was a method which they would use if readily available.
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DISCUSSION AND IMPLLCATIONS

11

The literature and field findings both indicated that computer-assisted

instruction (CAl) is amenable to licensing and regulation. Computer-

assisted instruction, a program which provides for direct interaction

between the student and the computer, employs a systens approach to in-

struction. This approach includes specific and measurable instructional

objectives (Schoen, 1977).0 The literature findings suggest that content

allowing for "narrow user discretion" is more apPlicable 4N.CAI than is

content allowing for "broad user disc tion." It would seem that licensing

and regulation, in which requirement of statutes and rules limit much user

40iscretion, would be highly applica le for CAI. In fact, over three-fourths

of the sample said the CAI lessons increased their knowledge base in the

area of licensing. Over three-fo rths of the sample also said that CAI is

a workable and practical way to teach some aspects of licensing and certifi-

cation. Seventeen percent of the sample said they were not sure, but no one

disagreed with the statement that CAI is a workable and practical way t

teach some aspects of licensing and certification.

In general, taking the CAI lessons was a positive experience for the

licensing specialists. ezardless of the amount of experience, the amount

of training, or the sourcdof training, over three-fourths of the ii.le said

they felt positive about the use of computers for staff development an

training. One-fourth of the sample said they were riot sure, but no one

indicated they werenot positive regarding its use.

Three lessons were offered to each licensing specialist. Each had a

choice of taking one, two or all three lessons. When given this choice,

79 percent took at least two of the lessons and 27 percent took all three,

providing additional evidence that taking the CAI lessons was a positive

experience for them. However, it must be added that the participating

agencies were pre-selected by their area consultants as potentially interested

and probably cooperative. This may have resulted in a somewhat biased sample.

The degree of acceptange nay be less if all aiincies were required to use CAI

for training.

According to the literature findings, the need for planning and research

in the development of a CAI system is greater than that required by non-

computerized projects. The need fox planning and research cannot be stregsed

enough. A six-month, funded, start-up phase for planning and research is

recommended. Furthermore, it is very important that operational goals be

defined during the early part of this phase (Sorlie & Essex, 1979). Dimas

(1978) says an organization must define and clarify the role it wishes CAI

to play in an educational program. Thg decision should be made,at this time

-whether to use CAI as a supplement to ongoing training or es Xhe only means

of training. The fi2i0 findings indicated that 100 percent of the sample

felt CAI could be usell as a supplement to ongoing training. However, this

item is difficdlt to interpret because of its ambiguity. It could be

interpreted that CAI should be used as supplemental training, or that CAI

could be used as supplemental to, but not in place of, ongoing training.

In support of the former interpretation, over three-fourths of the sample

felt positive about the use of computers for staff development and training.
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The literatute findings indicated that input from user groups is very
important during the six-month start-up phase. This input generates important
design information and also lays the groudwork for successful implementation
by giving user groups a sense of,ownership in the CAI system (Sorlie & Essex,
1979).

v -

When considering investmen4 in s CAI system, ,the organization must
decide If the eqdipment dap and will beused for needs beyond trainizg, i.e.,
word processing and redOrd management. This decision is administraive in
nature, not technological. The.technology is available for a system which
meets more than one need. The'deoision, then, evolves azound the priority
of training relative to the other needs and demands to be placed on the .
equipment or the system.

4The use of CAI for training would be-of great help to new staff in an
agency. Rather than having tO wait for the next training session, the material
would be available fo new staff in a timely manner. Over three-fourths of

.4 the sample felt that AI could be used as an orientation device for new
licensing workers. Several licensing specialists men oned that new staff
may work several months 'before a training session is eld." If CAI were
available in the office, some training could be done immediately.

A disadvantage of using CAI is that licensing and regulation'is a
technical and legalistic field. The material generates many questions. If
CAI is used, particularly with a new worker, the worker may need a consul-
tant present.or available to answer questions about content or equipment.
The field findings indicated that 83 percent of the sample felt, that the
presence of the project staff As an important source of information and
support while taking the lessons., While it has been mentioned that the
licensing specialists' attitudes,about the use of computers for training
are positive, it cannot e presume& that the same positive results, without
staff presence, would be expressed.. Vevertheless,'the involvement of a con-
sultant or a work supervisor in some fashion could'enhance the learning
experience as well as develop work relationships in a learning oriented
environment.

The resources needed to meet program objectives must be identified and
provided during the Six-month start-up phase (Sorlie & Essex, 1979). An
organization must take into account what resources it already has available
and what are needed to meet its goals.\According to the literature 'findings,
there are three main types of hsrdware available. These are large, main-
frame computers, mini-computes and micro-, or personal,.computers. Each
has its advantages and disadvantages. The large, main-framcomputers
have many languages available for use, a large memory and the capacity for
many terminalp for time-sharing. A disadvantage of main-frame computers is
that, during system down time, CAI is not.available. This vas observed in
the'field as one licensing specialist was unable to take the lessons and
several others had waits of up to two hours during unplanned system down
time. The mini-computer has limited time-sharing capacity for fewer termin-
als and a relatively small memory, although tilese limitations are diminishing.
The micro-, or personal, computer, has no time-sharing, no external terminals
and a much smaller memory capacity. I1iever, technology5uaj soon allow for
much greater memory in micro-computers. Another disadvantage of the,micro-
computer is the lack of authoring languages available. n authoring language

5 3
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is a high level language which makes programming CAI lessonkeasier for the
author. However, authoring languages are now becoming'available for micro-
computers as well as main-fcame computers. Thus, the differences among the
three types of hardware are diminishing. The literature suggests and our
experience indicates that, with thepresent state of the art, one viable .

alternative for CAI is a micro-computer interfaced with a main-frame computer
(Crease, 1977). The main-frame's large storage capacity is necessary, but
a micro-computer would work just as well in taking tfle lessons. A CAI disc
could be sent to the user to uae on his/her own micro-computer, thus avoiding
the time-sharing problems of the largecomputer, but-retaining the,memory
capacity of the main-frame computer. A second yiable alternative, and one
which avoids the logistical nightmare of retrieving ,4nd Updating outdated
diskettes, is the mini-computer-located at strategic "learning center" sites.

The choice of hardware may also depend on what the organization already
has available (i.e., an existing administrative computer) and what other uses
(e.g., word processing, record management) the computer will serve. A majqy
factor, of course, will be the availability of resources for pufchase..

In this project a terminal with hard Copy printout was used. According
to Bork (1979), tht present technological trend is away from paper printout
units to video display units. A disadvantage of video display units is that
they scroll, making the text unavailable_for use as a reference while answer-
ing questions. This is an important consideration as 97 percent of the sample
said the hard copy printout was a useful,reference during the lessons. The .

printout appears to have limited usefulness, however, as only 59 percent of
the sample said it would be useful as a reference in the future. It is
impossible to compare reactions to the hard copy printout units and video
display units,as only hard copy printouts were used in this project. Since

the trend in technology is toward video display units, perhaps one with
reverse scrolling features would meet the workers' needs for eference during
the lessons.

Software, or courseware, needs must also be identified and provided
during the six-month start-up phase as well as during an ong6ing CAI project.
The commitment to courseware is essentially a commi.tment to personnel. Ex-

isting staff must be trained and/or new staff must be hired to develop course-
ware, since CAI programs for special needs are not available off the shelf.
Courseware costs make up 75 percent of the cost of a CAI program, mainly due
to personnel costs, and these relative costs are projected to increase. ,

Both content and programming specialists are needed to develop a CAI program.
The ideal arrangement for preparation of materials, according to the litera-
ture findings, is a staff consisting of content specialists backed up by
support personnel. This team would include content matter specialists,
instructional programmers and educational technologists with part-time
support from audio-yisual and computer specialists. A staff is needed for
CAI4Oevelopment as no one person has all the necessary skills to accomplish

,it alone (Leiblum, 1979). However, the development of high level authoring

languages has made programming CAI lessons much'easier. Not as much program- °

ming knowledge is needed, as was the case when only lower level languages
were available (Rudnick, 1979).

The literature
1

findings suggested that the author of CAI courseware should
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become awa;e of the "systems" approach in designing instructional materials.
This approach includes, in order, identification of educational needs,Jorma-
tion of beha;Aoral objectives, gelection of strategy and sequencing, selection
of media, ,preparation of instruction, evaluatiop of learning objectives and
materials and reworking of defective parts (Ingle, 1979). According to the

%D'

literature findings, there.are seven ap roaches in providing a CAI program.
These are drill and practice, tutorial), roblem solving, gaming, simulation,
inquiry and dialogue (Ingle, 1976). The literature suggested that the .

tutorial and simulation approaches are most compatible with the content of
licensing and certification and the field findings support that view. This
project primarily used the tutorial appraoch. Eighty-six percent of the
sample said the lesson format was an effective way of learning. However,
many licensing specialists qxpressed a desire for the simulation approach
in which hypothetical situations are provided to which they could respond.

The literature findings also suggested that courseware design must relate
to necessary facts and concepts and also be presented in a useful and
creative manner (Daneliuk & Wright, 1981). In the field findings, 86 percent
of the simple said the lesson format provided an effective way of learning,
76 percent said the lessons increaSed their knowledge base in the area of
licensing, 90 percent said the structure helped them to comprehend the
material and 72 percent said the format, or layout, was attractive to them.
This would appear,to deomonstrate that the lessOns related to f!kessary facts
and concepts about licensing and that the lessons were presented in a useful
and creative manner. ,

The licensing specialists may have been so receptive to CAI because it is
a novel approach. After using CAI over a long period of time, the noAlty
may wear off. Novelty is also a concern when considering workers who may
be computer-sophisticated. Courseware designers will have to be continually
Forking toward creative ways of presenting CAI to avoid boredom.

Staff time for 'the development of CAI lessons is another consideration.
The literature findings indicated it takes from one hundred to three hundred '4*,

hours to develop one CAI lesson. For this project, the author and support
personnel spent approximately eighty hours to develop each lesson, i.e., a
total of eighty person hours per lesson. Once developed, the courseware
must be updated from time to time. This is certainly\true in licensing in ,

terms of changes in statutes, rules or regulations.

Thus, as can be seen, the commitment to courseware is a commitment to
personnel. Courseware is the largest commitment made in the development of
a CAI system.

Is CAI worth the financial investment? According to the literature
findings, cost is a difficult topic to address (Bozeman, 1179). There is
little guidance in the literature. Included in cost estimations are hard-
ware, courseware,.telecommunications, logistics, service and service contracts,
personnel and research and development. The cost of CAI depends on the organi-
zation's operational goals and the role that CAI is expected to play. The -

,present resources of the organization will also have a bearing on cost, i.e.,
use of an existing administrative computer, leased telephone lines, etc. If
the equipment can and will be used for other purposes, (e.g., word processing
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or record management),-some costs can be distributed.

The literature findings indicated,that effectiveness of instruction is

the prime consideration when deciding if CAI is worth the financial invest-

ment (Patrick & Stammers, 1977). This calls for a value judgment on the

part of the organization contemplating the use bf CAI. According to Kearsley

(1977a),cost estimates should be balanced against alternative methods of

instruction or training. The use of CAI for training in licensing and
regulation may reduce costs in terns of Bureau and placement agency staff

time and travel. As previously,stated, the cost of courseware makes up

75 percent of the cost of a CAI system and will probably continue to rise

relative to other costs Of a CAI system. -Computer-assisted instruction for

special needs is not available off the shelf and the costs of manpower to

produce sofNare are high.

The literature findings'suggested that a human service agency con-
1

templating the use of CAI should also consider human-factors. According to

Carrier (1978), the learner's prior knowledge of the computer, the learner's

knowledge of content and proper support and information sources for the

learner need to'be taken into accout. Ninety-seven percent.of the sample

felt they had sufficient prior knowledge in licensing and certification to

successfully'complete the lessons. HoWever, less than one-third of the

sa le had priOr experience in working with a computer. Several licensing

sp cialists mentioned that they would have liked more exposure to the computer

pri r to taking the lessons in order to become more familiear with the equip-

ment. The findings indicated the sample did have sufficient prior knowledge

of the content, fulfilling tl$e condition mentioned by Carrier (1978). Since

over three-fourths of the sample felt that the CAI lessons increased their

knowledge b e in the area of licensing and certification, iE would appear'

that a prope balance between prior knowledge and new material was achieved.

As tooproper support, 83 percent said the project staff was an impottant

source of i formation and"supporp. Concern has been voiced about the effects

of the machine on human relationships. With proper support and information

services available, fqllowed by debriefing, this may not be a problem.

Learner apprehension about CAI i'liii:iltsez. consideration, according to the
,

literature findings. Carrier (1978) says the learner will be less appre-

hensive if he/she has had prior experience_with a Computer. The field findings.

did not support this view. Two-thirds ol the sample had_no prior experience

with computers, yet only one-fourth of the sample said they were apprehensive

about using computers. However,'this salige of licensing specialists were

not asked about their apprehensiveness until aftair they had take0 the lessons.

The successful completion of the lessons may or mlay not have diminished their

apprehoonsion. In addition, 83 percent of the sample said staff presence was

an important source of information and support. The presence of staff also

may or may not have decreased their apprehension. Still, over 70 percent of

those who said thly were apprehensive about using computers said they felt

positive about the use of computers for.staff development and training. That

is, only slightly fewer participants said they felt positive about corbuter

usage in the face of apprehensiVeness. The literattre findings also suggest

that apwchension may be due to the rapidity of the pace of the lessons. Since

90 percent of t e sample felt the lessons proceeded at a comfortable pace and

93 percent fel ln control of their progress through the lessons, this too may
cl? ..._.

t.
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have diminished apprehension. Again, it is difficult to generalize since the
participants were not asked about being apprehensive until after they had
successfully completed the lessons.

User motivation was another important topic dealt with in the literature
review and the field experience. The literature findings suggested that human
service workers, who tend to place high value on interpersonal relationships,
would not be receptive to CAI and to computer usage in general (Carrier, 1978).
The field findings did not support this hypothesis. This sample of licensing
specialists, who are human service workers, was highly receptive to CAI.
Seventy-six percent of the sample felt positive about the use of CAI for
staff development and training. Eighty-six percent felt the lessons pro-
vided a useful learning experience for them, seventy-nine percent said they
would use this approach to training if it were available and one hundred per-
cent of them said CAI could be used as a supplement to ongoing training.,

It has also been alleged that CAI is dehumanizing and impersonal (Collagon,
1976). The field findings did not support this hypothesis. ,In addition to
the receptiveness to CAI noted above, over three-fourths of the sample disagreed
with the statement that these CAI lessons Were impersonal. Computer-assisted
instruction provides for anticipated responses and for an interactive relation-
ship with the learner, thus providing a more personal and efficient way of
learning than the reading of an instructional memo. In addition, the presence
of the project staff may have personalized the experience for these licensing
specialists. It will be remembered that a high percentage of the sample felt
the presence of the staff was an important source of information and support.
As this method of delivery (i.e., with attendant staff) will be unlikely and
expensive in the future, other alternatives will have to be found. Supervisors
and/or peer groups within the agency providing support and information is a
possibility. In addition to giving supervisors more involvement with training
than they have at the present time, supervisors and peers would have an inves,t-
ment in the training program and process. Also, both supervisors and peers
would be available for debriefing following the CAI training. This presence
of other staff capable of being helpful could also assist in "humanizing" the
CAI process.

The literature findings indicated that CAI could-facilitate user experience
by allowing opportunity,for user input and feedback, allowing user choice of
lesson(s): allowing the user the opportunity to control the course and progress
of the text and providing the user the opportunity,for general control over the
CAI experience. The field findings indicated that the licensing specialists
felt these lessons incorporated the above suggestions. The participants were
offered a choice of lessons and 93 percent of the sample said they felt in
control of their progress as they moved through the lessons. Only 62 percent
of the sample felt the user comment section at the end of the lessons ofitered
an adequate opportunity for feedback. As previously mentioned, the presence
of other staff for debriefing following the lessons may be a better means of
feedback.

#
The literature findings stressed the fact that administrative commitment

and support are essential to a CAI system. Computer-assisted instruction,
no matter what hardware or,courseware is used, will probably not be well re-
ceived without this administrative cOmmitment and support.

5
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According to the literature findings, evaluation of the CAI project must

be provided for from the very beginning of the start-up phase. This evalua-

tion'must be both ongoing (formative) and end product directed (summative).

The evaluation should cover all aspects of CAI development, from costs to

adequacy of lesson content (Sorlie & Essex, 1979). This project provided a

formative evaluation of CAI. However, if an organization is considering
development of a CAI system, summative evaluatidn must not be ignored.

The literature findings indicated that the majority of the studies are

positive regarding the effectiveness of CAI as an instructional method. A

summative evaluation can be conducted with users as a group, or individually.

With either method, the organization would be able to monitor whether program

goals were being met. Thus, not only would the workers receive training, but
the organization would be able to assess the results of that training. Evaluat-

ing workers individually would allow for individual deficiencies to be corrected.

However, apprehensiveness may increase for the worker with the knowledge that

he/she is being evaluated. Less than one-third of the sample indicated that

they were apprehensive about computers. However, it should be noted that

project staff stressed to each worker that assessment of individual performance

was not the purpose of the project.

In summary, the literature findings and the field findings both indicated'

that CAI is amenable to licensing and regulation. The workers' positive

responses to CAI indicated that CAI may well indeed,be a workable, practical

way to teach some aspects of licensing and certification. Cost must be a.

consideration in the development of a CAI system. However, cost estimates

can only be made on the basis of the organization's goals, resources and needs.

There4are conflicting points of view about the priority of training needs

during periods of cutbacks. However, the need for quality staff training is

increasing while the resources necessary to provide this training are shrinking.

1Computer-assisted instruction may be a way of meeting these training needs in

the face of dwindling resources.

Further study needs to be done in several areas. First, there is a need

for a better evaluative questionnaire for field studies. Several items were

difficult to interpret because of their ambiguity. Second, a pre-orientation

to the equipment may be of benefit to the workers in alleviating unnecessary

anxiety regarding CAI. Third, there is a need to experiment with lesson

formats. The simulation approach, i.e., hypothetical situations, could be

tried, as many workers expressed an interest in that type of instruction.

Fourth, there is a need to assess the importance of the presence of project

staff on the workers' attitudes about CAI, as in the future it will be an

unlikely and expensive method of delivery to have staff present. An experi-

mental suggestion for assessing this area would be to chave two groups use CAI,

one group with a consultant available by telephone to answer questions on

content and mechanics, and another group with no consultant available. Another

possibility would be to have supervisors and/or peers available to answer

these questions for a group using CAI. Fifth, there is a need to offer CAI

in agencies across a wider geographical area of the state to see if the same

positive attitudes are obtained. Finally, before deciding to implement CAI

in training, effectiveness studies need to be conducted.
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ABSTRACT

"Computer-Assisted Instruction as a Training Methodology

for Child Placement Licensing Staff"

The purpose of this project,was to conduct a formative evaluation of

computer-assisted instruction,(CAI) for training of child placing agency

foster home certification and licensing staff. The project was undertaken

as a joint effort between the Western Michigan University School of Social

Work and the Bureau of Regulatory Services of the Michigan Department of

Social Services, the state agency responsible for licensing and regulating

non-medical out-of-home care facilities for adults and children. The

Bureau of Regulatory Services has responsibility to provide ongoing staff

development activities for child placement agency staff.

In preparation for the project reported here, three separate CAI lessons,

together called CALCAL, were created, each focusing on aspects of licensing

and certification for child welfare placement agency staff. The first (COMPLA)

dealt with licensing and complaint investigations; the second (PUOIA) with

coordinating licensing investigations,
protective services and the Michigan

Freedom of Information Act; the third (CLASS) with a discussion of a paper by

Norris Class concerning the relationship between social work and regulatory

administration.

The project's data wereobtained from two sources. The first was a review

and analysis of CAI literature. The second was the field administration of

the CAI lessons, followed 'by an evaluative questionnaire to twenty-nine

workers from pre-selected child placement agencies ili'*Southwest and South- *

centr4l Michigan.

The literature and field findings support the proposition that CAI is

amenable to licensing and regulation. The literature suggests that content

allowing for "narrow user discretion" is more applicable to CAI than is

content for "broad user discretion." It Vould seem that licensing and

regulation, in which requirements of statutes and rules limit much user

discretion, would be highly applicable for CAI. In fact, over three-fourths

of the sample said the CAI lessons increased their knowledge base in the area

of licensing and cert fication and that CAI is a workable and practical way

to teach some aspect of licensing and certificatiot.

Attitudes toward CAI in the field test were very positive. Regardless

of the amount of"experience, the amount of training or the source of training,

over three-fourths of the sample felt positive about the use of computers for

staff training and development.

Planning and research are necessary to the development of a CAI system.

During a six-month, funded, start-up phase, operational goals must be de-

fined and resources identified and provided. According to the findings,

there are three main types of hardware available. It was suggested that one

effective system for CAI is a micro-computer interfaced with a large, main-

frame computer. Another alternative is mini-computers located at strategic
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learning center sites. Existing staff must be trained and/or new staff
hired to develop courseware for CAI as it is not generally available off
the shelf. The commitment to courseware is therefore a commitment to
personnel and s the largest commitment made in the development of a CAI
system. Furthermore, other costs must be a consideration in the development
of a CAI system. Included in costs, in addition to personnel and courseware,
are hardware, telecommunications, logistics, service and service contractA
and research and development. Cost estimates aredifficult to address and
must be based on an organization's goals, needs and resources. Courseware
is 75 percent of the cost of CAI and is increasing relative to the other
costs involved.

The hypothesis that human service workers would not be receptive to CAI
was not supported. Licensing specialists are human service workers and the
pilot sample was very positive toward CAI,. Apprehensiveness about the
equipment was relatively minor. Only 24 percent of the sample said they were
apprehensive about using computers. Of the 24 percent who said they were
apprehensive, over 70 percent felt positive aboul the use of computers for
staff development and training.

Given the positive attitudes expressed by the licensing,specialists in
the pilot and the amenability of CAI to licensing and reguldtfon, it would
seem that CAI could be incorporated into more areas of licensing training.

Further study is needed in several areas, including whether a pre-
orientation to the equipment would be helpful, in development of a less
ambiguous questionnaire, in experimenting with the lesson format, in deter-
mining the effects of the presence of support staff and in developing
approaches to summative evaluations of CAI lessons.

June, 1982
Kalamazoo, Michigan

(
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"CALCAL" EVALUATIOV
,APPENDIX B

The fo ing questionnaire is aiMed at getting some of your reactions to the

experience With CALCAL, "Computen Aided Lessons in Certification and Licensing."

Please feel free to provfae any adaitiori31 remarks-Or comments afanYPoint in

this questionnaire.

,1. Please identify the lesson(s) which you took during this session:

[ ] 1. Investigating Licensing Complaints (COMPLA)

[ ] 2. Licensing, Protective Services, and the Michigan Freedom

of Information Act (PSFOIA)
d'. )-

[ ] 3. Social,WOrk and Regulatory Administration (CLASS)

[ ] 4. All of the modules

2/ Please indicate how much experience in licensing and certification

you have had?

Less than six months
Six months to 1 year

One year
Two years'
hree or more years

3. Please indicate what percent of your job responsibilities are devoted

to licensing and certification procedures: Percent

4. Please indicate the amoupt of previgus training you have had in licensing

arid certification:

No previous training
----I-5 hours

6-10 hours
11-15 hours
16-20 hours
21 or more hours

5. Please indicate the source of your training in licensing`bad.eertification:

(Check either or both)

Within your office
Outside of your office

6. Please indicate whether you have had prior experience in working with

a computer:

Yes. No

If yes, pleasebriefly indicate what type of experience that was:

7. Sex: M
Over
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In this section, please circle the number above the response which most accurately
reflects your opinion.

8. Generally speaking, I am apprehensive about using computers.

1 3. 4 5

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Not
Sure

Agree Strongly
Agree

9. Generally speaking, I feel positive about the use of computers for staff
development and training.

4

Strongly Disagree Not Agree Strongly
Disagree Sure Agree

10. The performance expectations of the lesson(s) were clear to me.

1
.

2
.

3
1

4
,

5
,

Strongly Disagree Not Agree Strongly-
Disagree Sure Agree .

11. I have sufficient pHor knowledge in certification and licensing to
successfully complete the lesson(s).

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Not Agree Strongly
Sure Agree

12. The lesson(s) increased my knqwledge base in the area of licensing.

1 ?
4
.

Strongly Disagree Not Agree Strongly
Disagree , Sure Agree

13. The format, or layout, of the lesson(s) was attractive to me.

1 2 3

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Not Agree Strongly
Sure Agree

14. The structure, or sequence, of the lesson(s) helped me to comprehend the
material.

Strongly
Disagree

3

sk.

Disagree ,

6

Not
Sure

Agree

?

Strongly
Agree
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15. The lesson(s) proceeded at a comfortable pace.

1 2 3 / 4
- I

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Not

Sure

Agree Strongly
Agree

16. Immediate feedback, provided by the computer, helped me to understand the

material.

1 2 3 5

-

Strongly Disagree Not Agree Strongly

Disagree Sure Agree

1. The lesson(s) satisfactorily addressed important aspects of licensing.

1
4

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Not

Sure

18. The portable, hard-copy terminal was easy to use.

1
2

Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Not

Sure

Agree

19. The hard-copy printout was a useful reference during the lesson(s).

1
tit

5

Strongly
Agree

5

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Di.sagree Not
Sure

Agree Strongly
Agree

20. The hard-copy printout will be a helpful resource for future referehce.

1 2 3 4

Strongly 0 Disagree Not Agree

Disagree Sure

21. The lesson format, with text followed by questions, was an effective way

of learning.

Strongly
Agree

,

Stron5pe
Disagree

Disagree

65

Not
Sure
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Agree
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22. The amount of time required to take the lesson(s) was too long.

1 2, 1.1

Strongly Disagree Not
Disagree Sure

Agree Strongly
Agree

23. I generally felt in control of my progress as I moved through the lesson(s).

1

Strongly Disagree Not-
Disagree Sure

Agree

24. The user comment section at the end of the lesson(s) was an adequate
opportunity for priividing feedback.

1 4

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Not
Sure

Agree Strongly
Agree

25. While taking the lesson(s), the presence of the project staff made me
uncomfortable. ,

2 3 4 5

Strongly Disagree Not Agree Str2ngly
Disagree Sure Agfee

26. The project staff was an important source of information and support
for this learning experience.

1 2

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Not
Sure

Agree- Strongly
Agree

27. Computer aided instruction is a workable and practical way to teach some
aspects of licensing and certification.

3 4 5

Strongly Disagree Not, Agree Strongly
Disagree Sure Agree

///

,

28. Computer aided ins t ruction could be used as a supplement to ongoing training.

C

?,

StrongTy
Disagree

Disagree Not.

Sure
Agree

6 6

Strongly
Agree



29. Computer aided instruction could be used as an orientation program for

'filw licensing-workers.

2 3 4 5

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Not Agree . Strongly

Sure . Agree

30. The CALCAL program provided a useful learning experience for me.

1 '
5

I

Strongly Disagree Not. Agree Strongly

Disagree Sure Agree

31. f found my experience with CALCAL too impersonal.

1
3
,

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Not

Sure

Agree

32. I would Use this approach to training if it was readily available.

1 2 3 4

5

Strongly
Agree

Stroggly
Disagree

Disagree Not

Sime

Agree Strongly
-Agree

In this section of the questionnaire we'd appreciate your taking the`time to

answer a few "fill-in" questions:

33. Kow do you see this...approach to traiping being used in the future?

6 '1
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34. How could the CALCAL experience be improved?

\\35. Any additional comments?

Thank you for your time and your help?

68
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,APPENDIX C

TABLES

A. Distribution of Responses for Demographic Items 1-7.

B. Ratings of Attitudinal Items 8-32._ 401.

C. Grouped Responses for ItemS 8-32.

D. Frequency of Agreement on Selected Alktudinal Ratings by Lesson Options

Taken.

E. Frequency of Agreement on Selected Attitudinal Ratings by Amount o

Experience.

F. Frequency of Agreement on Selected Attitudinal Ratings by Percent Job

Responsibilities.

G. Frequency of Agreement on Selected Attitudinal Ratings by Previous Training.

H. Frequency of Agreement on Selected Attitudinal Ratings by Source of

Training.

I. Frequency
I ofAgreementon Selected Attitudinal,Ratings by Prior Experience

with Computers.

J. Frequency of Agreement on Selected Attitudinal Ratings by Sex of the

Respondent.
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TABLE A

'DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSESTOR DEMOGRARHIC ITEMS 177

ITEM , (-

NUMBER SYMBOL FREQUENCY PERCENT OF TOTAL S LE

lp.
.

1
Lesson(s)

2

Experience
in ,

Licens&7`.-

COMPLA%
PSFOIA
CLASS
COMPLA and PSFOIA
COMPLA and CLASS
PSFOIA and CLASS
ALL

Less than 6 mths.
6 mths. to 1 year

1 year
2 years
3 or more years

,-.--

3 Missing

"Job 1-25

Resp
e

bnsibilities 26-50
51=75

ft
76-98

4 No previous training

Previous 1-5 hrs.

Training 6-10 hrs.

.

11-15 hrs.
16-20 hrd.
21 or more hrs.

A

\--- 5 -Missfng

Source of Within your office

Training Outside your office

Both i

\

6

Computer
Experience

Yes
No

7
Male

Sex Female . .

71

4

1

1

9

4

2

8

J'

13.79
3.45

. 3.45

31.03
13.79
6.90
27.59

29 100.0

2 6.90

d 209
3 10.34

3 10.34

15 51.72

29 100.0

2 . 6.90

9 31.03

6 20.69

3 10.34

9 31.03

29 100.0

3

,

10.34

5 %17.24

5 17.24

8 27.59

1 3.45

7 24.14

29 100.0

2 6.90

5 17.24

13 ' 44.83

9 31.03

29 100.0

9 3.03
20 68.97

29 100.0

7 24.14

22 75.86
.,

29 100.0
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TABLE B

RATINGS OF ATTITUDINAL ITEMS 8-32

ITEM
NUMBER MEAN VARIANCE

STANDARD

DEVIATION

8 2.41 1.25 1.11

9 3.96 0.46 0.68

10 4.13 0.26 0.51

11 4.20 0.24 0.49

12 3.86 0.76 0.87

13 3.68 0.43 0.66

14 3.93 0.28 0.52

15 4.06 0.56 0.75

16 4.27 0.34 0.59

17 3.96 0.33 0.57

18 4.31 0.29 0.54

19 4.27 0.42 0.64

20 3.72 1.13 1.06

21 4.10 0.38 0.61

22 2.27 0.63 0.79

23 4.17 0.29 4.53

24 3.70 0.60 0.77

25 1.89 4.59 0.77

26 3.89 0.32 . 0.56

27 4.00 0.57 0.75

28 4.27 0.20 0.45

29 3.75 1.04 1.02

30 4.03 0.32 0.56

31 2.17 0.43 0.65

32 3.96 0.39 0.62



TABLE C

GROUPED RESPONSES FOR ITEMS 8-32*

(percent)

ITEM NUMBER AGREE DISAGREE NOT SURE

8 24.14 68.97 6.90

9 75.86 24.14

10 93.10 6.90

11 96.55 3.45

12 75.86 10.34 13.79

13 72.41 6.90 20.69

14 89.66 3.45 6.90

15 89.66 6.90 3.45

16 93.10 6.90

***17
;x7c 86.21 3.45 6.90

18, ,96.55 3.45

19 96.55 3.45

20 58.62 10.34 31.03

21 86.21 13.79

22 10.34 82.76 6.90

23 93.10 6.90

**24 62.07 6.90 24.14

25 6.90' 89.66 3.45

J*26 82.76 3.45 10.34

27 79.31 3.45 17.24

28 100.00

29 75.86 10.34 13.79

30 86.21 13.79'

31 3.45 75.86 20.69

32 79.31 20.69

*Agree = 4 or 5 rating; Disagree = 1 or 2 rating; Not Sure = 3

.**Represents missing data
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TABLED

FREQUENCY OF AGREEMENT ON SELECTED ATTITUDINAL 13..ATING.S,
BY LESSON OPTIONS TAKEN

Lessons

COMPLA PSFOIA CLASS
COMPLA
PSFOIA

C0MPLA
CLASS

PSFOIA
CLASS ALL

Items (N=4) (N=1) (N=1) (N=9) (N=4) (N=2) (N=8)

11 4 1 1 9 4 1 \ 8

(SUFIC)

12 2 1 1 7 2 2 7

.(KNOWL)

27 2 0 1 8 3 2 7

(WORK)

28 4 1 1 9 4 2 8

(SUPPL) ,..

29 2 1 1 8 2 2 6

(ORIEN)

30 3 0 1 8 3 2 8

(USEFU)

32 2 0 1 7 3 2 8

(WOULD)
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TABLE E

FREQUENCY OF AGREEMENT ON SELECTED ATTITUDINAL RATINGS,
BY AMOUNT OF EXPERIENCE

Expetience

Less than
six months

Six months
to 1 year One year

0

TwO years
Three or
more years

Items (N=2) (116) (N=3) (N=3) (N=15)

8' 0
..,

1 1 0

(APPRE)

9 2 4 2 2 12

(POSIT)

12 2 6 3 0 11

(KNOWL)

17 2 4 2 2 15

(ADDRE)
r,-

27
v

5 2 2 12

(WORK)

28 2 6 3 3 15.

(SUPPL)

29 2 4 3 1 12

(ORIEN)
0

30 2 6 3 3 11

(USEFU)

32 2 6 .2 2 11

(WOULD)
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TABLE F

FREQUENCY OF AGREEMENT ON SELECTED ATTITUDINAL RATINGS,
BY PERCENT JOB RESPEONSIBILITIES

Job Responsibilities

j

Items

1-25
(N=9)

26-50
(N=6)

51-75
(N=3)

76-100
(N=9)

12 ,4 7 4 2 7

(KNOWL)4

17 4 2 8

(ADDRE)

28 6 3 9

(SUPPL)

29 7 5 1 7

(ORIEN)

30, 8 4 3 8

(USEFU)

32 8 4 3 6

(WOULD),
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TABLE G

FREQUENCY OF AGREEMENT ON SELECTED ATTITUDINAL RATINGS,

, BY PREViOUS TRAINING

Items

No previous_
training
(N=3).

1-5
hours
(N=5)

6-10
hours
(N=5)

11-15
hours
(N=8)

16-20
hours
(N=1)

l

21 or more
, hours

(N=7)

8 1 1 2

(APPRE)

9. 3 3 2 '6

(POSIT)

11 2 5 5 8 7

(SUFIC)

12 3 4 3 6 1

(KNOWL)

17 3 2 5 8 1 6

(ADDRE)

27 3 3 4 1 5

(WORK)

28 3 5 5 8 1 7

(SUPPL)

29 2 5 3 6 0 6

(ORIEN)

30 3 4 4 8 1 5

(USEFU)

32 3 4 2 7 1 6

(WOULD)

kr,
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TABLE H

FREQUENCY OF AGREEMENT ON SELECTED ATTITUDINAL RATINGS,
BY SOURCE OF.TRAINING

Sourca of Training

Inside the office Outside the office Both

Items (N=5) (N=13) (N=9)

27 5 10 6 (r----L--
(WORK)

28 5 13

(SUPPL)

29 3 10 7

(ORIEN)

30 4 12 7

(USEFU)

32 4 10 7

(WOULD)
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TABLE I

'FREQUENCY OF AGREEMENT ON SELECTED ATTITUDINAL RATINGS,
BY PRIOR EXPERIENCE WITH COMPUTERS

Prior Computer Experience

Yes No

Items (N=9) (N=20)

8 1 6

(APPRE)

9 7 15

(POSIT)

18 19

(TERM)

26 9 15

(SUPPO)

28 9 20

(SUPPL)

29 8 14

(ORIEN)

30 9 16

(USEFU)

31 6 16

(IMPER)

32 8 15

(WOULD)
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TABLE J

FREQUENCY OF AGREEMENT ON SELECTED ATTITUDINAL RATINGS,

BY SEX OF THE RESPONDENT

-

Female

Sex of the Respondent

Male

Items (N=7) (N=22)

8 1 6

(APPRE)

6 16

(POSIT)

31 0

(IMPER)

32 7 16

(WOULD)
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'APPENDIX D

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

NAME AGENCY

Allan, Jane,_

Maasar, Joanne

Family & Children Services of
Calhoun County

Ingham Couniy Department of
Social Services

Bettanzos, Berta Child & Family Services of the
Capitol Area

Borst, Daniel. Bethany Christian Services

Brundage, Nancy

* Bresz, Maggie

Budden, Julie'

Caine, Michael

Cook, Daniel

Family & Children Services
of Kalamazoo

St. Joseph County Department
of Social Services

Catholic Social Services of
Grand Rapids

Catholic Social Services

Van Buren County Department
of Social Services

DelaCruz, Isabelle Berrien County Juvenile Court

Gillette, Mary Area Youth for Christ

Frederick, Mary Kalamazoo County Department
of Social.Services

French, Nancy

Fricki, Ruth

Harmon, Steve

Johns, Anette

Kaiser, Larry

Calhoun CoUnty Department of
Social Services

Child & Family Services
Southwest Branch

Berrien County Department of
Social Services

Catholic Family Services

Calhoun County Community
Mental Health

91

CITY/STATE

Battle Creek, MI

Lansing, MI

Lansing, MI

Grand Rapids, MI

Kalamazoo, MI

St. Joseph, MI

Grand Rapids, MI

ransing., MI

Hartford, MI

Benton Hartior, MI

Battle Creek, MI

Kalamazoo, MI

Battle CAqk, MI

St. Joseph, MI

Benton Harbor, MI

Kalamazoo, MI

Battle Creek, MI



McLean, Barbara

Meadowcraft, Marilyn

Ostrander, Jeff

Palmiter, Peggy

Renville, Sandra

Reiffer, Gayle

Schrader, Phyllis

Shaltis, Barbara

Villet, Wanda

Wittel, Norma

Wouldstra, Jim

Wynalda, Lavine

Yolles, Constance

Lutheran Social Services Lansing, MI

.Family Services and Children's
Aide

Riverview Residential-Treatment
Facility

Lutheran Social Services

Jackson County Department
of Social Services

D.A. Blodgett Homes for
Children

Cass County Department-of
Social Services

Family Services and Children's
Aid

Ionia County Department of
Social Services

JacksonHillsdale Mental
Health Board

Kent County Department of
Social Services

Honey_Creek Christian Home

Kent Client Services

og

*Unable to complete lessons due to equipment failure.

Si
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Jackson, MI

Lowell, MI

Lansing, MI

Jackson, MI

Grand Rapids, MI

Cassopolis, MI

Jackson, MI

Ionia, MI

Jackson, MI

Grand Rapids, MI

Lowell', MI

Grand Rapids, MI'

4.)
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